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This document was prepared in compliance with the requirement for the

final report for National Aeronautics and Space Administration contract
NAS 7-12h, "Propulsion Requirements for Soft Landing in Extraterrestrial
Enviro_ent s.•

ABSTRACT

Volume I, "Propulsion Requirements for Soft Landing in Extraterrestrial

Environments - Summary and Design Guide," presents the major results of

studies conducted under NASA Contract NAS 7-124. Landing trajectory

concepts applicable to landings on the moon, Mars, Venus, Mercury and

the Earth are described. For the most suitable landing techniques, the

required propulsive maneuvers are defined, and the optimum characteristics

of propulsion systems for performance of these maneuvers are presented.

Investigations to determine appropriate interplanetary trajectories upon

which to base landing analyses and to evaluate takeoff propulsion require-
ments are discussed.

In the Design Guide, a brief summary of the characteristics of propulsion

systems for performance of various maneuvers associated with the landing

phase of extraterrestrial missions is presented. Certain qualitative

aspects of the required propulsion systems are described in addition to

a tabular presentation of optimum operating parameters. In addition, data
illustrating the effect of variation of propulsion parameters on vehicle

velocity requirements and payload capabilities are included.
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INTRODUCTI(_!

The study, "Propulsion Requirements for Soft Landing in Extraterrestrial

Environments" was conducted (i) to define the most suitable landing con-

cepts for landings on Mars, Venus, Mercury, Earth and the moon, in order

to specify the required propulsive phases, and (2) to determine the optimum

characteristics of propulsion systems for these propulsive phases.

This volume presents a summary of the analyses conducted in investigating

the various landing concepts and the propulsion system characteristics

which provide optimum performance for the required propulsive maneuvers.
The latter results are presented as a Propulsion Design Guide, and include,

in addition to optimum system characteristics, sufficient parametric data
to demonstrate the effect of nonoptimum operation on landing vehicle capa-
bilities.

Analysis of lunar and planetary landings entailed initially the selection

of appropriate transfer trajectories and consequent planetary arrival con- .

ditions; these results provided the applicable initial conditions upon

which to base subsequent studies of landing maneuvers. The sequence

of maneuvers comprising an extraterrestrial landing operation was dependent

primarily on the presence or absence of an atmosphere about the destination

body. As a result, the landing maneuver profiles _ere qualitatively,

though not quantitatively, similar for the all-propulsive lunar and Mercury

landings, and for the Earth, Mars and Venus landings, which utilized the

atmospheres of those bodies for a major part of the required vehicle
deceleration.

For a landing mission as defined in this study, the first in the chrono-

logical sequence of propulsive and aerodynamic maneuvers considered for

terrestrlal and extraterrestrial landing phase analyses was the propulsive

terminal correction utilized to establish the initial conditions required

for safe entry into a planetary atmosphere or deceleration into a prescribed

planetocentric circular orbit. This maneuver, in preference to earlier

(e.g._ midcourse correction) or later (e.g., deceleration into orbit)

maneuvers was chosen, first, because it is essential to satisfactory

performance of any subsequent maneuvers, and second, because it is the

earliest maneuver primarily influenced by the gravitational field of the

destination planet.

The basic results of the study were the definition of the propulsive

maneuvers associated with landings on each of the destination bodies, and

specification of the velocity requirements and optimum propulsion system

parameters for these maneuvers. Investigations in the area of aerodyn_mlc

landing vehicle trajectories were performed by General Dyn&mics/Astronaut[cs.
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These studies furnished aerodynamic entry corridor requirements for use

in the terminal correction analyses and the general characteristics of

atmospheric graze maneuvers for investigations of propulsive/aerodynamic
orbit-establishment maneuvers.
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SUMMARY

The study, "Propulsion Requirem_.nts for Soft Landing in Extraterrestrial

Environments" was conducted (1) to define the most suitable landing con-

cepts for landings on Mars, Venus, Mercury, Earth and the moon, in order

to specify the requiredpropulsive phases, and (2) to determine the optimum

characteristics of propulsion systems for these propulsive phases.

Analysis of lunar and planetary landings entailed initially the selection

of appropriate transfer trajectories and consequent planetary arrival con-

ditions; these results provided the applicable initial conditions upon which

to base subsequent studies of landing maneuvers. The sequence of maneuvers

comprising an extraterrestrial landing operation was dependent primarily on

the presence or absence of an atmosphere about the destination body. As

a result, the landing maneuver profiles were qualitatively, though not

quantitatively, similar for the all-propulsive lunar and Mercury landings,

and for the Earth, Mars and Venus landings, which utilized the atmospheres

of those bodies for a major part of the required vehicle deceleration.

For a landing mission as defined in this study, the first in the chrono-

logical sequence of propulsive and aerodynamic maneuvers considered for

terrestrial and extraterrestrial landing phase analyses was the propulsive

terminal correction utilized to establish the initial conditions required
for safe entry into a planetary atmosphere or deceleration into a prescribed

planetocentrlc circular orbit. This maneuver, in preference to earlier
(e.g., midcourse correction)or later (e.g., deceleration into orb._t)maneuvers

was chosen, first, because it is essential to satisfactory performance of any

subsequent maneuvers, and second, because it is the earliest maneuver primar-

ily influenced by the gravitational field of the destination planet.

The basic results of the study were the definition of the propulsive

maneuvers associated with landings on each of the destination bodies, and
specification of the velocity requirements and optimum propulsion system

parameters for these maneuvers. These data provide an indication of the

system requirements for performance of various phases of landing missions,

and in combination with takeoff data generated in this study and Earth-launch

and midphase requirement data obtained previously, furnish sufficient infor-

mation to permit analysis of overall vehicle requirements for interplanetary
missions.

The need for a propulsive terminal correction maneuver (for all except lunar

missions) is the result of the inability of launch and midphase systems to

place the spacecraft in a trajectory sufficiently accurate to assure

rendezvous with the desired region in space, i.e., within the boundaries

FO_M _0_ _ fLEDGERJ REV. I 5B
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of the allowable entry corridor for subsequent aerodynamic landing or at

a suitable location from which to initiate a propulsive orbit-establishment

maneuver. In the latter case, a close tolerance is unnecessary, and for a

final crbit altitude of 300 ± 30 nautical miles at Mars and Venus, terminal
corrections on the order of 600 ft/sec were required, based on trajectory

and correction execution errors obtained from a previous study (see Reference

1). For aerodynamic entries, the stringent corridor limits at Venus in

comparison to relatively wide limits at Mars (with Earth being close to,

but slightly less severe than Venus), results in rather modest terminal

correction requirements for N_rs missions, 300 to 400 ft/sec, and approxi-

mately a 4000 ft/sec terminal correction for the Venus mission considered.

Terminal correction requirements for the Earth-return missions analysed
ranged from 800 ft/sec to 3000 ft/sec. In those instances (two cases for

Earth, one for Venus) where the correction velocity requirement exceeded

1000 ft/sec, a two-impulse correction scheme was analysed, and it was

determined that a partial correction, applied at lO0,000 nautical mile range,
and a second correction, applied at sufficiently close range to provide the

required accuracy_ reduced the total correction velocity requirements to
values between 300 ft/sec and 800 ft/sec.

Orbit establishment maneuvers can be performed entirely by propulsive means

(as would have to be the case at the moon and Mercury), or by an aerodynamic

deceleration phase (atmosphere graze) supplemented by propulsive impulses.

Analysis of the former technique indicated that for lunar and interplanetary
missions of interest, orbit-establishment maneuvers (or orbit-departure

maneuvers, since the propulsion requirements are quite similar for thrust-

to-weight ratios in the region of greatest interest) rep_esent a major pro-

pulslve operation, requiring ideal velocity increments (_V) ranging from

slightly in excess of 3000 ft/sec at the moon to more than 25,000 ft/sec at

Mercury. For Earth-return orblt-establishment missions, &V is approximately

I0,000 ft/sec from a lunar transfer trajectory, about 14,000 ft/sec for

moderately low energy _hrs or Venus transfers, and on the order of 22,000

ft/sec for higher-energy interplanetary trips. Propulsion system optimum
thrust-to-weight ratio (F/W)was found to be otrongly dependent on the amount

of inert weight in the system per unit thrust. For representative values of
vehicle parameters, optimum local F/W was generally between 0.3 and 0.5;

however, use of F/W values between 0.2 and 0.7 had little effect on payload.

Employment of atmosphere graze maneuvers at the Earth, Yars and Venus provided

an efficient means of achieving approximately a 15 to 30 percent vehicle

velocity reduction prior to performing a propulsive orbit-establishment

maneuver. Several techniques for combining an aerodynamic graze with sub-

sequent propulsive operations to inject a space vehicle into 300 nautical

mile planetary orbit were considered. For any of the methods, the propulsive

V requirement was approximately the difference between the atmosphere exit

velocity and the final circular velocity. The most efficient method was to

permit the vehicle to coast to apoapsis (assuming, of course, that the atmos-

phere exit velocity was less tb_n the local escape velocity),decelerate

4
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or accelerate) to generate a 300 nautical mile periapsis, coast to periapsls

and then decelerate to orbital velocity. In those instances where the at-

mosphere exit velocity is above or close to escape velocity, a deceleration

impulse at atmospheric egress can be utilized to limit apoapsis altitude

(and therefore, coast time) to reasonable values.

Direct landing systems comprised of a propulsion device followed in

sequence by an ablative heat shield for aerodynamic braking were analysed

to determine if hypersonic entry can be accomplished more efficiently by a

combined system or by the aerodynamic device alone. The study was con-

ducted parametrically to circumvent the problem of the uncertainty of

ablative shield weight requirements. For the shieS_ weight vs velocity

characteristic representing the current best estimate, the analysis in-

dicated that the lightest overall landing vehicle is obtained if approach

velocity above 56,000 ft/sec is cancelled propulsively.

A major propulsive maneuver is required to decelerate an orbiting vehicle t0
the lunar or Mercury surface. Evaluation of various landing trajectory con-
cepts indicated that a thrust orientation profile in which the thrust vector

is continuously aligned along the velocity vector, but oppositely directedj

represents close to an optimum descent trajectory, and was therefore employe_

in the major portion of the required landing analyses. The optimum F/W for •

lunar descent-from-orbit was approximately 0.6 (in terms of Earth weight)p

and the ideal AV requirement was slightly less than 6000 ft/sec. For descent

from Mercury orbit, an optimum thrust-to-Earth weight ratio of approximately
0.9 was obtained, and the _V requirement was approximately 10,900 ft/sec.

A study of the altitude and range errors experienced in reaching a desired
lunar or Mercury landing point was conducted to determine the magnitude of

terminal position discrepancies which occur if execution of the orbital

descent maneuver deviates from nominal with respect to thrust level, ig-

nition time and allgnmcnt of the thrust and velocity vectors. For rep-

resent_tlve error values, i.e., I percent from nominal thrust and 0.5 degree

from parallel vector alignment, position errors as shown below were obtained.

Lunar Landing

altitude,ft _range,n mi
Mercury Landing

altltude,ft _range, n ml

I percent thrust

error 1360 1.75 1560 2.40

0.5 degree align-

ment error 4450 0.i0 5700 0.12

Each second of deviation from the nominal ignition time for orbital descent

Ir_neuvers r_sultcd in a range error slightly le_s than one nautical mile at

the _noon a1_d scmewhat above 1.5 nautical miles at Mercury.

5
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The propulsion requirements for near-surface translation maneuvers

utilized to reach a desired landing site are dependent on the distance

traversed and on the technique employed for performmnce of the maneuver.

A ballistic flight to the desired site is the most economical from the

standpoint of propellant expenditure, but it is the least safe and, be-

cause of possible high altitudes reached, might offer inadequate opportu-

nities for surveillance. Continuous propulsion methods, both single engine

and multlple-engine, were evaluated; the former is simpler and more econom-

ical, and was therefore considered in greater detail. Results indicated

that 45 degrees was the optimum orientation during the acceleration ar_i

deceleration phases. For a 3000 feet lunar translation maneuver, approx-
imately 400 ft/sec of ideal _V capability was required.

Vertical descent from the lunar translation maneuver termination point
(on the order of several hundred feet above the surface) required a

relatively modest propulsive capability, approximately lO0 ft/sec, but

this value _ms dependent on the propulsion system having a throttling

capability of at least I0:I. With insufficient throttling ability s pen-
alties on the order of an additional lO0 ft/sec can be incurred.

The use of a small retrorocket in conjunction with a parachute and impact

device for the terminal phase of Earth, _ars, and Venus landings offers a

means of circumventing the sizable weight penalty associated with designing
parachutes for very low (approximately 20 ft/sec) terminal velocities. For

low (less than 25 ft/sec) impact velocities, the minimum weight system in-

cludes each of the three component parts and has the characteristics shown
below.

Parachute Terminal

Velocity , ft/sec

Rocket Impact Velocity, Percent of
ft/sec Landed Weight

Earth 70 1.5 I0 4.4

Earth 65 1.2 25 4.1

Mars 120 0.93 i0 5.0

Mars 120 0.85 25 4.8

Venus 43 1.20 I0 3.2

Venus 40 0.80 25 2.7

If impact velocity is unrestricted by stability or landing gear design

problems, the optimum impact velocities are 55, 35 and 42 ft/sec at Earth,

N_rs and Venus respectively, and only at Yars does the rocket remain as a

component of the minimum-weight system. The relatively high optimum values

of impact velocity result from the excellent energy-absorption capabilities

of various crushable or frangible materials utilized in landing gear legs.

Takeoff-to-orbit maneuvers at the moon, Mercury, Ymrs and Venus were

ewluated to determine propulsion requirements for use in subsequent overall

6
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vehicle analyses. Ideal AV requirements were approximately 6000 ft/sec for

the moon (50 n ml orbit), ll,200 ft/sec for Mercury, 15,000 ft/sec for Mars

and 40,000 ft/sec for Venus (the latter three are for 300 n mi orbits). 0p-
timum F/W values _ere on the order of two to three in terms of local weight

values for the moon, Mercury and Vars, but substantially less for Venus. The

drag effects caused by the dense atmosphere on that body nullify the benefits
of high acceleration which are obtained elsewhere, The optimum takeoff

thrust-to-Venus weight was approximately l.3.

The analyses of various propulsive maneuvers yielded a broad spectrum of

propulsion system requirements, ranging in velocity increment from below
5000 ft/sec to above 25,000 ft/sec, in optimum Earth F/W from below 0.1 to

above 2 (though the latter occurs only for takeoff stages and is not actually

of concern in the present study), and in propellant storage requirements from

a few days to several years. These variations, and a vehicle size range cover-

ing two order of magnitude, were included in a broad parametric study of optimum

propulsion system parameters. A brief summary of results, representing several

selected cases, is presented below.

System " Operating A_10wable Parameter Incremen_ Optimum

Type Parameter Percent Payload Loss Value

0.5 1.0

02/H 2 Pressure-Fed

F2/H 2 Pressure-Fed

Pc, psia +25 +35 55
6 -80 -I00 200

MR +0.9 .+1.2 6.20

Pc _+22 +.t35 80
E - 60 -90 200
MR +2.3 -3.8 16.90

NTO/50-50

Pressure Fed
Pc +40 +60 130

E -Ii0 -145 310

MR _+o.13 ±0.20 2.18

02/H 2 Pump-Fed Pc -450 -550 1360
-200 -275 450

MR .+I.0 .+1.4 6.90

F2/H 2 Pump-Fed
c -650 -900 1770-230 -270 410

MR -3.2 -4.6 17.35

NTO/50-50

Pump-Fed

P -600 -800 1800
Ec -175 -230 371

MR _+0.12 .+0.18 2.21

Mission: &V = 14,000 ft/sec, F/W = 0.3

PO_M 608 B r _ £O_',t_R ; REV I 58
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Of particular importance is the wide range over which optimum parameters

can be varied without seriously penalizing payload capabilities.

A supplementary study of three selected interplanetary missions was per-

formed to translate the propulsion requirements determined in this and

other related studies into overall vehicle requirements. The first mission,

with the relatively modest objective of soft landing a 2000 pound unmanned

probe on Mercury, at an optimum transfer opportunity that occurs in 1973,

and again in 1986, required a launch weight of 12,910,000 pounds. In this

instance, there are no maneuvers which can be performed aerodynamically.

Two far more ambitious missions, manned excursions to Mars and Venus

(50,000 pound payload in each case), yielded launch vehicle weights of

118,200,000 pounds and 2,496,000,000 pounds respectively. These latter

values indicate the greater facility for performance of a manned Mars

landing and return mission in comparison to a manned Venus landing and re-
turn mission. If the assumptions of a direct mission profile (in contrast

to use of an excursion vehicle), current chemical propulsion and a 50,000

pound payload requirement are reasonable, then the results demonstrate that

the Earth launch weight required for a manned Mars landing and return mission

is an order of magnitude greater than is required for the Apollo lunar mission.

S
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LANDING MISSION CONCEPTS

FACTORS AFFECTING LANDING ANALYSIS

A lunar or interplanetary round-trip mission is comprised of a sequence

of closely interrelated propulsive and nonPropulsive phases which can be
described broadly by the chart in Figure 1 • The objective of this

program was an investigation of terrestrial and extraterrestrial landings;

however, the landing investigations require analysis or review of the

mission phases which precede and follow the landing phase to provide adequate

data for comprehensive investigation of the landing phase. Therefore, with

the discussions of the discretephases of planetary landings, the neces-

sary descriptions of interplanetary trajectories and planetary takeoff

requirements are included.

For each planet, the landing mission is characterized by a sequence of

maneuvers; the nature of these maneuvers.is governed primarily by the

presence or absence of an atmosphere about the subject planet. For

example, a lunar landing must be entirely propulsive and therefore entails

a major deceleration phase, either from orbit or from a transfer trajec-

tory, a hover/translation phase and a vertical descent phase, ell of which

are rocket-powered. The corresponding portions of a Mars landing utilize
aerodynamic vehicle drag for most of the required velocity cancellation,

parachute drag for further deceleration and maneuvering, and possibly a

small rocket for a final small amount of deceleration prior to impact.

LANDING MANEUVERS

The major deceleration phase of an extraterrestrial landing may be accom-
plished in a single maneuver directly from the approach trajectory or by

a sequence of two maneuvers in which the vehicle first decelerates into
orbit about the destination body and subsequently descends to the surface.

The approach velocity can range from a value slightly in excess of the

local parabolic velocity as for an Earth-return trajectory from the moon,

to several timespsrabolic velocity, as for fast, hyperbolic, interplane-

tary trajectories.

Three major types of direct landing are possible.

I. Direct Vertical Landing

For this type of landing the vehicle approaches the destination

planet along a vertical flight path. Propulsion is applied at

the correc_ altitude to brake the vehicle for the landing or, if

the destination planet has an atmosphere, aerodynamic drag can
be used to decelerate the vehicle.

9
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2. Direct Nonvertical Landing

The vehicle approaches on a parabolic or hyperbolic path which
is somewhat displaced from a vertical landing approach trajectory,

and would, in the absence of a planetary atmosphere or a propulsive

braking phsse, bypass or impact obliquely, the destination planet.

Propulsion or aerodynamic braking slows the vehicle for the landing.

The nature of the approach flight path is selected to correspond

to the characteristics of the landing vehicle.

3. Grazing Approach Landing

This landing trajectory type is for aerodynamic braking o:dy.

The approaching vehicle grazes the planetary atmosphere, and then,

slowed by drag during the graze, again leaves the atmosphere.

Subsequently, the vehicle may c_rcle the planet in an elliptical

orbit before again entering the atmosphere orj if it has been

decelerated sufficiently, re-enter after only a short skip out

of the atmosphere. One or more grazes may be necessary before
the vehicle is slowed to a velocity suitable for the final

braking entry.

The direct vertical method offers guidance simplicity as its principal

advantage, but abort capability is poor, gravity losses are high for a

prop'Alsive braking maneuver, and heating rates and deceleration levels

are high for an aerodynamic braking maneuver; the alternative techniques

a r • therefore preferred.

The two principal types of orbit-establishment maneuver are:

I. Direct Orbit Establishment

In this msneuvor, the vehicle, when it is in the vicinity of the

target planet, is propulsively slowed to orbit velocity.

2. Grazing Approach Establishment

In this maneuver, the vehicle grazes the atmosphere of the target

planet. After the graze, the vehicle, slowed by drag during

the graze, leaves the atmosphere. One or more of these grazes
can be used to decelerate the vehicle so that _t leaves the atmos-

phere with about the velocity of a low altitude planetary orbit.

After the final graze, a short propulsive phase is utilized to
establish _ suitable orbit above the atmosphere.

11
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The two major descent-from-orblt methods are:

1. Orbit Decay Landing

If the orbit altitude is sufficiently low, the vehicle experiences

aerodynamic drag, and the altitude of the orbit is slowly
decreased. Subsequently, the vehicle enters sufficiently dense

atmosphere to introduce a period of high deceleration, and the

vehicle is slowed for landing.

2. Direct Landing

Yn this landing concept, the vehicle is braked in orbit propul-

sively to initiate descent. If the planet has an atmosphere,
the vehicle can enter the atmosphere and perform an aerodynamic

landing. If no atmosphere is present, a propulsion phase must

be used to slow the vehicle for landing.

It is more difficult to land at a particular site by the orbit decay

method. Thoughthis technique provides lower heating rates and decelera-

tion levels, the values of these parameters are not particularly high

for direc$ orbit-descent. The direct method is therefore preferred.

DECELerATION METHODS

Deceleration techniques were reviewed to establish the factors pertinent

to the analysis of various landing methods. Aerodynamic, propulsive

and combined propulsive/aerodynamic braking systems were considered.

Analysis of the l_nding trajectory for _n aerodynamic landing vehicle

requires determining a suitable entry corridor in which vehicle decele-

ration is sufficient to prevent skipping out of the atmosphere but not

beyond the tolerance limits of manned or unmanned payloads. The entry
corridor c_n be defined either by the use of entry angle (angle of the

vehicle velocity vector) at a specified altitude, or by virtual periapsis

(the periapsis that the entry conic would have if there were no planetary

atmosphere). The under_hoot boundary (lowest peril?sis or highest entry

anEle) and the overshoot boundor3 _ (highest periapsis or lowest entry

angle) are the boundaries of the entry corridor. The entry Corridor can

then be described by an entry angle r_nge or by a corridor depth (the

difference between the viztual perispsis of the :,versboot and undershoot

boundaries).

A co,up,risen of the entry problems at Mars, Venus, and the Earth is

presented in Table 1 • In Table 1 are compared on a rel_tive bas_s,
tctal besting (q), maximum heating rate (_), maximum decelor_Jtion (G),

and entry corridor width (h) for the three planets of interest in the

present study.

12
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TABLE 1

Satellite Entry Parabolic Entry

o q h q

Earth i i i i l I I

Mars 0._ 0.I 0.2 i 12 0._ 0.2

Venus 0.9 0.8 0.9 i i 0.9 i

The similarity of the aerodynamic entry problems for Earth and Venus

is indicated in Table 1 . Entry at Mars, however, is less difficult
due to the atmosphere of Mars (which has s lower density variation with

altitude than the atmospheres of Venus and Earth) and the lower gravity
of Mars.

Analysis of propulsive landing maneuvers entails primarily t he deter-

mination of ideal velocity requirements for the type of trajectory
selected; this quantity is dependent upon the vehicle thrust-to-weightratio,

the vehicle thrust magnitude and orientation program, and the type of
oropulsion system being considered. Various propulsion system studies

have i:,,_cated that, (i) a tangential thrust program is an efficient

method of velocity reduction and is a logical choice for most propulsive

braking maneuvers, (2) engine operation at maximum thrust (no throttling)

minimizes gravity losses during the propulsive maneuver and consequently

would be used in most propulsive braking maneuvers, and (3) restarts

should be avoided whenever possible to increase system reliability.

During entry into a planetary atmosphere at supersatellite velocity,
vehicles experience high heating rates and decelerations. In order to

reduce heating, and thereby, heat shield requirements, it may be necessary
(or desirable from the payload standpoint) for a propulsive phase to

precede the aerodynamic entry. For most efficient use of a propulsion

system, a propulsive phase should occur when the vehicle has its highest

velocity, or Just before aerodynamic braking begins. The propulsive

phase of a combined propulsive/aerodyua_nic landing therefore takes place

Just above the planetary at_1osphere. For co:;_oinedpropulsive/aerodynamic
braking, an optimization must be conducted to determine the distribution

of the tctal vehicle velocity reduction between the propulsive and aero-

dynamic phases. Except for this optimization, each phase should not
_ppreciably influence the other. The most likely areas of propulsion

system application are su.,,;r_arizedin Tables 2 and 3 •

13
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LANDING ON PLANETS WITH NO ATMOSPHERE

Trajectory Concept Areas Requiring Propulsion

I@ Direct Nonvertical Landing

from Supersatellite Velocity

Approach Trajectory Correction

Major Braking

Near-surface Maneuvering

@ Direct Orbit Establishment

from Supersatellite Velocity

Approach Trajectory Correction

Major Braking
Orbit Correction

3. Direct Landing from
Satellite Velocity

Deorbiting

Major Braking

Near-surface N_neuvering

l@

@

@

TABLE3

LANDING ON PLANETS WITH ATMOSPHERE

Tr_._3_e_,_ctory Concept Vehicle Type Areas Requiring Propulsion

Direct Nonvertical

Landing from Super-
satellite Velocity

Lifting Body
of Ballistic

Approach Trajectory Cor-
rection

Braking (Prior to Aerodymamic

Entry to Reduce Heating

and/or Deceleration)

Grazing Approach
Orbit Establishment

Lifting Body Approach Trajectory Cor-
rection

Braking (Prior to Aerodynamic

Entry to Reduce Heating

and/or Deceleration)
Orbi _ Establiskment (After

Graze)

Orbit Correction

Direct Landing from

Satellite Velocity

Ballistic

Airplane
Deorbiting

Deorbiting

Propuls ion for Conventional

Aircraft Flight Below

Orbital Velocity
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EARTH RETURN MISSIONS

ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY A}_D TERMINAL CORRECTION REQUIREMENTS

The trajectory of a space vehicle approaching a planet defines the

conditions at atmospheric entr3r. Three round trip missions, two to Mars

and one to Venus, were selected for investigation of terminal corrections.

These missions, representative of relatively short transfer time traJec,

tories, enco:r_passthe range of Earth entry Conditions that can presently

be anticipated for interplanetary missions of the future. Trajectory

details for the missions are presented in Table 4 •

Trajectory

TABLE 4

EARTH ATMOSPHERIC RE-ENTRYHISSIONS

Launch Date Trip Time, Hyperbolic ArrivalAsymptotic

days Velocity, ft/sec Approach

Distance, n mi

Mars-Earth (2) I0 Nov 1971 278 43,500 4920

Mars-Earth (4) 26 Aug 1971 Ii0 29,000 8360

Venus-Earth (6) 31 Dec 1965 86 12,650 12,920

k._/

Atmospheric Entry

The major parameters for atmospheric entry are entry velocity, incident

angle at which a vehicle enters the atmosphere and the vehicle design.

(For analysis purposes, a specific altitude above the effective atmos-

phere was defined to provide a basis for specification of entry corridor

parometers; for Earth this altitude is 400,000 feet.) If the entry angle

is too high for the entry velocity, an "undershoot" occurs where the

atmospheric entry resnlts in a higher deceleration ra_e than alloweble.

At the other extreme, too shallow sn entry angle results in an "overshoot"

_here the atmospheric decelerotion is insufficient, thus allowing the

space vehicle to skip out of the atmosphere.

Ansiyscs conducted by General D_mamics/Astronautics, using simulated

reentry troJectories, were made to define those entry trajectories that
mre _ithin specified msxizum dcceleration g limits. Aerodynamic landing

confi_ur0+_ons of the hallist_c (M_rcury Capsule), lifting body and air-
pl_n((Dynaso_r) types _:er_ considered.

15
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Examination of entry trajectory analysis results indicated that the ballistic

entry vehicle design has the most stringent entry corridor requirements.
Since this is a realistic system design, and entry vehicle design analysis

has not progressed to the point of selection of optimum design concepts,

the entry requirements for this vehicle were selected to determine terminal

correction requirements. The Earth entry corridor for a drag vehicle is

described in Figure 2 •

Present state-of-the-art accuracies of tracking, guidance, and propulsion

prevent establishment, at planetary departure, of a space transfer trajec-

tory sufficiently accurate to achieve the desired arrival conditions.

Therefore, midcourse corrective propulsion maneuvers are a requisite.

However, the midcourse correction is itself subject to inaccuracies in

tracking and location and in maneuver execution. Midcourse corrections" for

the selected space missions were reviewed based on methods developed

at Rocketdyne for NASA contract NAS 7-88, "Space Transfer Propulsion,"
described in Reference i •

In each mission, because of the various errors in the final mldcourse

corrective maneuver, the actual planetary approach hyperbola was not the

desired one; deviations in the desired as3_ptotic approach distances

existed at completion of the midcourse correction program (Table 5 ).

The deviation translated to an atmospheric entry condition outside the

defined entry corridor.

TABLE 5

PLANETARY kWR!VAL CONDITIONS

Trajectory Hyperbolic
Arrival

Velocity

ft/sec

Nominal

Asymptotic
Approach

Distance (D),
nmi

Deviation in

Asymptotic

Approach
Di stance

(O), n mi

340

2700

2420

2 43,500 458o

4 29,oo0 5660

6 12,650 10,500

Actual

Asymptotic

Approach

Distance (Da) ,
nml

4920

8360

12,920

16
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Ter_&nal Correction Maneuvers

Because of these deviations, either additional corrective maneuvers,

(terminal maneuvers) applied in the proximity of the target planet to

ensure that entry corridor constraints are met_ or a major propulsive
deceleration phase (prior to atmospheric entry), which would enlarge the

entry angle limits, was found to be required. For the latter technique,

the propulsive deceleration required to increase the angle lir_ts apprecia-
bly can be On the order of several thousand ft/sec; the investigation was,

therefore, directed at determining the velocity required for a terminal
correction maneuver which would result in a satisfactory entry. The opti-

mum range at which to apply the terminal corrective maneuver and the

deviation from nominal entry conditions resulting from errors encountered

in executing terminal corrections were also evaluated.

In making the terminal correction, the velocity changes were assumed to

be impulsive; the impulsive velocity assumption is based on Reference 1

analysis %,hich indicates it is valid for the correction distances from

the planet and velocity magnitudes involved.

Based 6n the asymptotic approach distance achieved as a result of the

final midcourse correction, maneuver requirements for Mission (2) using

a single terminal correction are presented in Figure 3 as a function

of the range at correction and the deviations in asymptotic approach
dist_Lce from the nominal.

Errors in terminal corrections (position and velocity-measurement errors,

tracking and propulsive-maneuver execution errors) must be considered. The

errors in measurement are range-dependent whereas errors in correction

mechanization are a function of the magnitude of the correction velocity

increment and the thrust-to-weight ratio of the system.

Considering use of a system with F/W ratios in the region between O.i

to O.9, the deviations in the vehicle velocity and angle at atmospheric

entry are presented along with the correction velocity increment in

Figure _ as a function of range. The terminal correction errors have

very little effect on changing the entry velocity; the parameter signifi-

cantly affected by terminal correction errors is the entry angle. The

range at correction and the _V to achieve entry within the corridor limits

are tabulated in T_ble 6 for the three trajectories.

18
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Trajectory

TAPLE 6

SINGLETE_NAL CORRECTION FOR

EARTH ATMOSPHERIC REENTRY

Entry Corridor Correction

Half-bandWidth, Range,

degrees n mi

2 0.i 14,5oo

4 o.3 26,ooo

6 0.7 4O,50O

Correction

Velocity

Increment,

ft/sec

1,200

3,000

810

The velocity increments of trajectories 2 and 4 were considered to be

excessive. Thus, the use of two terminal correction maneuvers was inves-

tigated for these trajectories. The first correction was made at the

range of lO0,O00 nautical miles to reduce the velocity increment and yet

stay within the realm of terminal corrections. This correction does not
achieve the desired entry corridor limits. The range and velocity require-

ment for s second correction, based on satisfying the entry corridor

limits, were determined. The velocity requirements are:

Trajectory

2

4

Ist Correction

2 160

4 760

_Single Correction Method
Velocity Increment, ft/sec

1200

3ooo

Dual Correction Method

2nd Correction Total Correction, ft/sec

125 285
60 820

A slmilsr reduction in velocity requirement could be obtained by the use
of a 2-correction scheme for trajectory (6); in that case, however, the

velocity requirement for a single correction is reasonably small (810 ft/

sec), and the possible propellant saving probably does not warrant the

a(_dition of need for engine restart capability imposed by utilization of

a 2-correction technique.

21
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Terminal Correction Results

The analysis demonstrated the need for terminal corrections if the selected

entry corridor requirements are to be satisfied. Although use of dual

terminal corrections involves restarting an engine, the sizable reduction

in correction velocity increment obtained Justifies employment of the

technique.

The terminal correction analysis results for atmospheric entry of drag

vehicles are summarized in Table 7 • The range for applying s single

correction or the second correction of dual corrections was specifically
selected to restrict the deviations about the nominal entry angle to

values equalling entry corridor half-band wi4ths. The results are valid

for F/Win the range of O.1 to 0-5.

Based on these results, the use of termlnal-correction maneuvers (single

or dual as required) will provide the entry corridor required without a

major deceleration propulsion phase (which would increase corridor width)

prior to atmospheric entry.

TABLE 7

S_RY OF TE£MINAL CORRECTIONS FOR EARTH

AT_4OSPHERIC REENTRY

Trajectory Entry Number of
Corridor Terminal

Half-band Corrections

Width)
degrees

Deviation Range at Total Terminal

in Entry Correction, Correction

Angle , n mi _V,
degrees ft/sec

2 0.i 2 ÷ 0.I I00,000 285

14,000

4 0.3 2 ! 0.3 I00,000 820
28,000

6 O.7 1 ÷ 0.7 40,500 810

22
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PROPULSIVE EARTH ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT AND

DEPARTURE NANEUVERS

The establishment of planetocentric orbits following an interplanetary transit

represents a principal objective in early exploratory missions and an important
intermediate step in ma_¥ later extraterrestrial landing missions. The pro-

pulsion requirements for a range of mission hyperbolic excess velocities, and

the effects of thrust-to-weight ratio and specific impulse were computed in a

previous study;,from the resulting data the optimum thrust-to-weight ratios and

resultant payload-to-weight ratios for orbit establishment (and departure)

maneuvers have been determined. The optimization was based on a tradeoff

between the _ncreased engine weight but decreased gravitational losses of

high thrust-to-weight systems, and the decreased engine weight but increased
_ravitat_onal losses of low thrust-to-weight systems. The effects of specific

impulse (Is), hyperbolic excess velocity (Vh) , thrust-dependent weight factor

(KE) and propellant-dependent weight factor (KT) on thrust selection was also
determined. •

The parameters selected for analysis of Earth-orbit establishment and departure

maneuvers were varied over a sufficiently wide range to include many types of

propulsion systems. The parameter, (K), varied from a value representative
E ..of a pump-fed system to a high value indicative of a redundant pump- or pressure

fed system. The parameters, (KT) and Is, had values typical of Earth-storable

and cryogenic propellants. The value of Vh ranged from zero (appropriate for
a lun_" mission) to velocities required for interplanetary mission.

The results, shown in Table 8 , indicate that K@has a small effect on payload

whereas KT, Is, and Vh all affect payload considerably. KE has the most pro-
nounced effect on optimum F/W, with increasing KE resulting in decreased

optimum F/W.

For Earth-departure missions, a nonredundant propulsion system is likely to

be employed (abort is relatively simple an the early_hases of the mission);

thus for a representative KE of 0.025, the optimum F/W is approximately 0.37
for noncryogenic propellant systans and 0.45 for cryogenic systems. The

optimum F/W for a redundant, cryogenic system (a representative KE of 0.05) for

the orbit-establishment mission is approximately 0.35. In both cases _/W

values between 0.2 and 0.5 can be utilized with payload penalties on the order

of only I percent.

At 30,000 ft/sec hyperbolic excess velocity, the propulsion requirement for

orbit-departure is sufficiently high to warrant the use of 2 stages

or staged propellant tanks. Results of the study of 2-stage and tank-staged

systems are summarized in Tables 9 c_d I0. Investigation of the thrust

requirements for a two-stage system indicated that F/_# of 0.5 would be a near-

optimum choice for both stages, but a large deviation can be p_rmitted without

introducing a significant payload penalty.
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TABLE 9

ORBIT DEPARTURE V_HICLE OPTD4UM THRUST-TO-k_IGHT RATIOS
i

MISSION: 30,000 ft/sec HYPERBOLIC EXCESS VELOCITY ORBIT DEPARTURE

|

Vehicle

Single Stage

Two-Stage

F/w2 0.5F/wl
F/_ i F/Wl
F/w_ 2F/w1

oo Tank Staging

Optimum Initial Thrust-to-

Weight Ratio

0.5

.. 0.65 "

.0.46

1

Initial Thrust-to-

Weight Ratio Range for
a Minus 2-Percent Payload

0.34 ---e- 0.78

0.64 _ 1.22

0.44 --- 1.o4
0.36 _ 0.64

0.28 --*- 0.79

k_J

¢-...fJ

• TABLE 10

ORBIT DEP_ VEHICLE. IDEAL' VELOCITY INCR_ENT ANTD PAYLOAD

MISSION: 30,000 ft/sec HYPERBOLIC EXCESS VELOCITY ORBIT DEPARTURE

Vehicle

Single Stage
(F/W- 0._)

Two -Stage _
(F/W_ = 0.65)

(F/W2_ n 0.65 ) '

Single Stage
Tanks Jettisoned

One Time (F/W =

0.5)

Single Stage

Tanks Jettisoned

Timos (F/W- 0.5

°

Ideal Velocity

Requirement,

ft/sec

21,700

l

21,720

21,680

21.670

Relative Payload-
to-Gross Weight

Ratio

O.IIO

|

•o.138

•0.134

0.146

Percent of

Single Stage

Payload

I00

122

135

'4
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EARTH A_MOSPHERIC GRAZE MANEUVERS

To reduce the propulsive velocity requirements for establishing an Earth

orbit from an interplanetary return trajectory)consideration has been
given to first decelerating the vehicle by the aerodynamic drag provided

by an atmospheric grazing maneuver (in which the vehicle "skims" the
Earth's upper atmosphere). Following the graze, a propulsive maneuver is

performed to establish a 300 n mi circular orbit.

Three impulsive techniques (shown in Figure 5 ) for establishing the

circular orbit follow_ng the graze were considered and evaluated with

respect to their velocity requirements. For large exit velocities from

the graze maneuver, a three impulse maneuver (Scheme 3) resulted in the

lowest velocity requirements. For smaller exit velocities (less than

escape velocity) a two impulse scheme was found to yield the lowest velocity

requirements over a wide range of exit velocities. In this maneuver (Scheme 2)

the vehicle coasts to apoapsis and is then brought down to orbit with two

impulses, one applied at apoapsis and the other applied at the 300 n mi orbit

altitude. The third maneuvering technique (Scheme I) is a two impulse direct-

to-orbit maneuver; the first impulse is applied at the exit altitude and the

second at the 300 n mi altitude. A comparison of the impulsive velocity

requirements for the three orbit establishnent schemes is illustrated in

Figure 6 • "

An orbit establishment maneuver employing finite thrust was also analyzed

and a comparison was made with the impulsive results. The finite thrust
maneuver considered is similar to Scheme i in that the vehicle never exceeds

the 300 n mi orbit altitude. In general the finite thrust maneuver required

approximately IO percentmore ideal velocity than the comparable impulsive
maneuver, Scheme I. It was also found that the exit conditions (velocity

magnitude and direction at the end of the graze maneuver) limit the minimum

thrust level that can be used to perform the maneuver.

The selection of a particular orbit-establishment technique thus depends
on the two factors: I) the magnitude of the atmosphere graze exit velocity

and 2) the ability of the vehicle to traverse the radiation belts. For

vehicles that can pass through the radiation belts, Schemes 2 and 3 yield the

lowest velocity requirements, Scheme 2 for exit velocities less than 33,000
ft/sec and Scheme 3 for exit velocities greater than 33,000 ft/sec. The

_locity requirements determined for the impulsive analyses are adequate for

systems with thrust-to-weight ratios above approximately 0.5. For lower

thrust-to-weight ratios, the impulsive analysis tends to be optimistic. For

vehicles which do not possess sufficient shielding for repeated penetration

26
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V

of the radiation belts, a direct-to-orbit maneuver should be used.

In general, the results indicate that the propulsion velocity requirement

for orbit establishment after graze is approximately equal to the difference

in graze exit velocity and orbital velocity. Thus if it is feasible, depend-

ing upon the vehicle design configuration and upon possible mission constraints,
to utilize a ballistic or lifting vehicle, the graze maneuver can be used to

reduce the propulsion required for orbit establishment compared to the pro-

pulsion for an entirely propulsive orbit-establishment maneuver.

PROPULSIVE/AERODYNAMIC BRAKING MANEUVER
FOR EARTH RE-ENTRY

Deceleration of space vehicles approaching the Earth, Venus or Mars can be

accomplished propulsively, aerodynamically, or by a combination of both
methods. Because of the different rates at which propulsive and aerodynamic

braking devices increase in weight as velocity increases, a system comprised

of a propulsion system and an aerodynamic braking device may offer the lightest

overall system.

The investigations presented were conducted to evaluate the applicability of

propulsion/ablation systems to the braking maneuver for space vehicles approach-

ing planetary atmospheres at extremely high velocities, it should be noted
that t-e analyses presented were concerned only with weight considerations; thus,

while certain assumptions might yield optimum designs having no propulsive

braking, in practice, constraints such as maximum allowable g level can be

stipulated such that propulsive braking of some specific magnitude must be
applied prior to entry into the a_osphere. The questions of the existence

of appropriate entry corridores at extremely high velocities and the ability

to guide a vehicle to these corridors were evaluated in theanalysis of

terminal corrections, and thus were not considered in this investigation.

The results of the studies conducted indicate that for a given ablation

_hield characteristic, expressed as an exponential relationship between

vehicle weight fraction for heat shield, and entry velocity, the optimum

entry velocity is only moderately influenced by vehicle arrival velocity

(i.e., velocity prior to propulsive or aerodynamic deceleration) and pro-

puls_on system characteristics. The optlmum entry velocity (i.e., after

propulsive deceleration) is, however, strongly influenced by the heat shield

weight characteristic; available data on the nature of the characteristic
are so widely variant that optimum entry velocities below 40,000 ft/sec and

above I00,000 ft/sec were obtained.

_f
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The results of a parametric analysis are presented in Figure 7 • For

any of the indicated results, the optimum propulsive &V is the difference

between the arrival velocity corresponding to the particular mission and

the optimum entry velocity associatedwith the appl_cable ablation character-
istic. The best current d_ta indicates an ablation characteristic between

curves (3) and (4), and yields an optimum entry,velocity of 56,000 ft/sec

for the fast Mars-Earth trajectory considered (hyperbolic excess velocity
of h8,000 ft/sec); the corresponding propulsive AV is slightly in excess _

of 4200 ft/sec. Thus for a "rast" return mission a small propulsion phase

may be desirable; however for missions having lower Earth arrival velocities,
aerodynamic deceleration alone results in maximum payload.

For the same Mars-Earth mission, an analysis of finite thrust systems indicated

that optimum thrust-to-weight ratio (F/W) is dependent upon the entry velocity.

At entry velocities greater or less than 46,000 ft/sec, the optimum F/W is less

than 0.46 (it decreases rapidly as entry velocity increases above 46,000 ft/sec,

and it decreases slowly as entry velocity decreases below 46,000 ft/sec). At

the optimum entry velocity, 56,000 ft/sec, the optimum F/W is 0.32.

EARTH TERMINAL DECELERATION PHASE SYSTEMS

The inability of a parachute to decelerate a mass efficiently to very low

velocity _nd the independence of a rocket device from an_ such constraint

on operating regime suggests that a composite system for final deceleration

of a landing vehicle might be more efficient than either device employed

singly. The use of a rocket in conjunction with a parachute was therefore

investigated for terminal phase deceleration during Earth landings. Additionally,
a study of total systems comprised of parachute, retrorocket and impact device

was conducted to optimize simultaneously the parachute terminal velocity and

the vehicle impact velocity, and to indicate total system weights based on the
selected subsystem weight values.

In the operation of these systems, the parachute is first deployed and slows

the vehicle to terminal velocity (VT). The vehicle continues to descend at
terminal velocity to an altitude determined by the F/W of the retrorocket

(the higher the F/_J, the lower the ignition altitude). The retrorocket is

then used _o slow the vehicle to (surface) impact velocity (VF). The value

of VF is generally restricted to below 25 ft/sec by touchdown stability or

impact device design considerations, but if these restrictions are not present,
then VF is optimized along with VT and F/W in the system analysis.

3O
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The results of the investigation indicate that if a design impact velocity

below 40 ft/sec is stipulated, the optimum landing syst_ includes each of

the three component parts; for a higher design impact velocity, the optimum

system is composed of a parachute and impact device only. The minimum overall

system weight resulted at a high design impact velocity (55 ft/sec for _he

nominal weight assumptions) where the parachute/impact device system is lighter

than the pararocket/impact device systm_.

Results of the study are summarized in Tables 11 and 32. In Table 11, a

nominal impact velocity is employed, and the characteristics of the

optimum pararocket system are presented. Table $2 describes the character-
istics of optimum systems for two nominal impact velocities (i0 ft/sec and

25 ft/sec) and for systems in which impact velocity is an optimized parameter.

TABLE !I

EARTH PARAROCKET SYST_

(Design Impact Velocity = IO ft/sec)

Optimum
Thrust-to-Weight

vT,
ft/sec

7O

Pararocket

System Wt., Percent

O;'oss Weight

3.9

TABLE 12

CC_BI_ SYST_N WEIGHTS

Minimum Weight

Configuration

Percent Gross Wt.

Optimum VF = 55 ft/sec

Parachute/Impact Device

VF = I0 ft/sec

Pararocket/

l_@act Device

vF- 25ft/sec

Pararocket/

Impact Device

4.1

_J
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The resultant system weights presented in Tables Ii and 12 are dependant

on the nominal weight values assi&ned to each of the system components,

Variations in parachute and rocket weights were analyzed to evaluate their

effects on optimum system conflguration and weight. A 50 percent increase

in parachute weight for the pararocket/Impact device system increased the

optimum impact velocity 5 ft/sec to 60 ft/sec and increased the system
weight to a total of approximately 3.5 perceat. A 50 percent increase

in impact device weight reduced the optimum impact velocity by about the

same amount and the total system weight increased to approximately 3.8
percent.

Pzeliminary error analysis of the retrorocket indicates that the most

Crltical conditions are low thrust level operation or late ignition. Both

these conditions result in impact velocities co,.slderably above the ex-

pected value. Tr_us in the actual design, the capability of the impact

energy absorbing device would have to include a margia for errors in rocket
operation.
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EARTH. MARS MISSIONS

MARS TRAJECTORY SELECTION

The propulsion requirements for a round trip mission to Mars are strongly

dependent upon the launch dates and transfer durations selected for the

outbound and return legs of the Journey.

A variety of Earth-Mars trips, characterized as slow or fast were examined.
The hyperbolic velocities vary cyclically, and repeat (except for a change

on the order of i000 ft/sec from one period to the next_ caused by the
eccentricity and inclination of the Mars orbital plane) each synodic

period_ or 780 days.

Selection of a representative mission profile for a Mars round trip was

predicated on the restrictions that i) Earth-departure and _rs-departure

velocity requirements should be minimized and 2) that the trip time and

the Mars-departure propulsion should be reduced at the expense of Earth

departure propulsion. The former stipulation is based on recognition of

the fact that aerodynamic deceleration will be used for landing at both

Mars and Earth; except for extremely high entry velocities or extremely

poor aerodynamic heat shields, propulsion systems are heavier than ablative
shields. The latter criterion takes into account the fact that an Earth-

departure propulsion system, because it has little or no requirement for

shield_ or insulation, is a far more efficient device (i.e., has a

superior propellant fraction) than is a Mars-departure propulsion system.

Thus, the bias indicated by condition (2) is beneficial to the overall

vehicle system.

A selected mission is described in Table 13 . Although vehicle design data

are not currently known with sufficient accuracy to assure that this profile

is optimum, there is reasonable certainty that a profile yielding major
reductions in vehicle requirements is not likely.

TERMINAL CORRECTIONS FOR EARTH-MARS TRAJECTORIES

Landing on Mars can be performed with the vehicle entering an orbit about

Mars and then descending wholly or in part to the surface, or the space

vehicle can e_ploy atmospheric braking for direct descent to the surface.

The first concept could be of value for early missions where it was not

deemed possible to rely on a direct aerodynamic entry without surveillance,

equipment checkout_ etc., and the second for later, maximum payload missions.

In either case there is aTequirement for terminal corrections, since mid.
course correction analyses for the missions studied have shown that the

vehicle approach trajectory accuracy is inadequate. The terminal correction
propulsion requirements for both landing concepts were analyzed.

F_RM 608 B fLEDGKR) REV. I 58
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TABLE 13

SELECTED MARS MISSION TRAJECTORIES

Launch Date

Qregorlaa
Julian

Transfer Time, days

Hyperbolicft_se% tmreVelocity,

Hyper_lio Arrival

Velocity, ft/seo

Mars Stay-time, da,T'o

Total Mission Time, days

Earth-Mars

6 ,tune 1971
2_o8.5

8o

12

Mars-Earth

6 Sep._.%9?A
24_2oo.5

26o

18,000

27,000

352

EARTH-MARS MISSIONS

For Orbit-Establishment Mission

Launch Transfer Hyperbolle Nominal Actual

Date Time, Arrival Asymp %o%ic Asymp totio

days Velocity, Approach Approach .

ft/sec Distance, Distance,
nmi nmi

6 Dec. 1964 250 12,OOO 3,4o0 5850

For Atmospheric Entry Missions

19 May 1971 " 170

6 Juts 1971 80

II,000

34,400

3,190

2,025

6,650

2,500

k_J
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For missions which utilize a propulsion phase to establish a 300-n mi

circular orbit, a study has been performed in conjunction with Reference I

A relatively long transfer mission (Table 14 ) with a low arrival velocity

was selected as representative of propulsive orbit-establishment missions

since faster missions result in excessive propulsion _V and propulsion

system weight requirements. The terminal correction velocity requirements

as a function of range were determined for this mission.

An analysis of the effects of errors in executing the terminal correction

on the final orbit was then performed. A tolerance of lO,percent (30 n mi)

in the (apoapsis) altitude of the orbit was selected for determining the

range for performing the terminal correction maneuver and the required

terminal correction velocity increment.

Terminal corrections required for atmospheric braking missions _re in-

vestigated for the selected Earth-Mars missions and for a typical "slow"

mission; the method was similar to that used in the analysis of Earth
terminal corrections. The entry corridor limits for a ballistic

drag vehicle were used.

The required terminal corrections for the missions are summarized in Table 15

The magnitudes of the required velocity increments are sufficiently small

to preclude the need for dual correction schemes as were used for Earth
terminal corrections. The velocity requirements were determined for pro-

pulsion systems with a nominal 0.3 initial F/W ratio. However, the velocity

requirements analysis indicated that for a F/W range from O.I to 0.5, the

change in results is negligible. The results indicate that for aerodynamic

direct-landing maneuvers, the use of terminal correction will permit
successful entry into the entry corridor and a propulsive phase for de-

celeration is not required.

NOMINAL CORRECTIONS FOR MARS MISSIONS

Mission Hyperbolic Deviations from Correction Correction

Arrival Nominal Asympto tic Range, Veloci_

Velocity, Miss Distance, n mi Incrementj

ftlseo n mi ftlsec

Orbit
Establishment 12,ooo 245o  6,ooo 63o

Direct Entry

Direct Entry

II ,000 2460 72,000 380

34,400 475 44,000 360

36
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PROPULSIVE _%RS ORBIT ESTABLISH___NT

AND LEPARTURE I._IEUVERS

The propulsion requirements for Mars orbit establishment and departure

maneuvers were determined using computer-simulated trajectories. Rep-

resentative vehicle and propulsion system characteristics were employed

to determine optimum values of thrust-to-weight ratio for these maneuvers.
T%le effects of engine weight, propellant tank weight and specific impulse

on optimum thrust-to-weight ratio, and the region in which thrust-to-weight

ratio has a small effect on payload were evaluated. Those results are

presented in Figure 8 . The selected value of hyperbolic excess velocity

(VH) is representative of a minimum-energy Fats misslon,- although VH affects

payload, it has little effect on the selection of optimum thrust-to-weight
ratio.

MARS ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT FOLIDWING

AN ATMOSPHERIC GRAZE

The impulsive velocity requirements for establishing a 300-n mi orbit at

Mars following an atmospheric graze maneuver were evaluated in a similar

fashion to those for Earth. The total impulsive velocity requirement for

establishing orbit are presented in Figure 9 as a function of the magnitude

of velocity existing at the end of the graze maneuver. The analysis was

performed for three maneuvering schemes which are described in the Earth

analysis (see Figure 5 ).

A trend similar to that noted in the Earth analysis was obtained: schemes

2 and 3 yield the lowest velocity requirements over most of the range of

exit velocities, Scheme 2 for exit velocities less than 14,O00 ft/sec,
Scheme 3 for exit velocities greater than 14_O00 ft/sec.

The applicability of the atmospheric graze maneuver to a given missiom

depends on the vehicle configuration and constraints (i.e., maximum g limit,

heat shielding, etc.). For vehicles capable of executing the graze maneuver,

considerable saving in propulsive energy can be realized over a direct orbit

establishment maneuver.

PROPULSIVE/AERODYNAMIC BRAKING
MANEUVER FOR }_RS ENTRY

Propulsive/Aerodynamic braking systems for landing on Mars are similar to

systems described previously for Earth re-entry. The major problem in this

case, as before, is the accurate definition of the ablation shield weight;

as a result, the variety of ablation characteristics utilized for Earth
re-entry vehicle analysis was employed for parametric study of Mars entry.

37
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J

Results of the study are presented in Figure I0. For a selected value of

hyperbolic excess veloclt_ and a particular ablation characteristic; the

optimum propulsive AV is found by measuring the difference between the

arrival velocity and the applicable optimum entry velocity. The results
are similar to those for Earth in that a propulsive AV is useful to achieve

maximum payload only for extremely high arrival velocities.

MARS TERMINAL DECELERATION PHASE SYSTEMS

A study of parachute/retrorocket/impact device systems for the terminal

deceleration phase of a Mars landing was conducted to determine the optimum

parameters (parachute terminal velocity; rocket F/W, impact velocity) and

the system weight. The investigation was similar to that conducted pre-

viously for Earth landings. The lower density of the Mars atmosphere near
the surface results in greater parachute weights (compared to Earth values)

to achieve low terminal velocities. Thus, the results of the investigation

indicate that for design impact velocities below 75 ft/sec; the optimum

landing system includes each of the three component parts. The design impact

velocity must be higher than 75 ft/sec for the optimum system to be co_osed

of only the parachute and impact device, The lightest overall system obtained

was a pararocket/impact device combination with an impact velocity of 35

ft/sec, a rocket F/W of 0.8, and a parachute terminal velocity of 120 ft/sec!
the system constituted 4.7 percent of the landed weight.

A sum_n:7 of the minimum-weight systems for the optimum impact velocity,

and for impact velocities of I0 ft/sec and 25 ft/sec; is presented in Table 16.

TABLE 16

COMBINED SYSTEM WEIGHTS

opt vF = 35 ft/sec vF = lO ft/se vF - z5 ft/seo

Minimum Weight

Configuration

Pararocke t/
Pararocket/Impact Device Impact Device

Pararocket/

Impact Device

Percent Gross

Weight 4.7 5.0 4.8

MARS PROPULSIVE TAKEOFF AND LANDING

Advanced planetary missions include landings on, and takeoffs from, the

planet Mars. The takeoffs must be propulsive maneuvers. Although the pro-

pulsive/_erodynamic braking analysis has shown that aerodyn_nic deceleration
is, in general, more efficient, early missions may, because of atmospheric

uncertainties or mission philosophy, use a propulsive landing.

4O
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An investigation of propulsive landing takeoff and maneuvers at Mars was

performed to determine the ideal velocity requirements for these maneuvers

and to evaluate the optimum thrust-to-weight ratio based on representative

values of vehicle and propulsion system characteristics. Velocity require-
ments were determined for descent from a 50-n mi circular orbit and for

ascent to a 300-n mi circular orbit. Equatorial orbits in the same direction

as planet rotation were utilized for both maneuvers. Because of the relative-

ly low velocity requirementsj only single stage vehicles were considered.

The propulsion system employed in both instances was a O_H 2 pump-fed system

whose characteristics are listed in Table 17 •

TA3L_ 17

ENGINE PERFORMANCE

Mars Takeoff and

Landing Engine

Chamber Pressure, psia

Nozzle Expansion Area Ratio

Vacuu_ Specific Impulse, seconds

S,_rface Specific Impulse, seconds

432

The results indicate that a thrust-to-Mars weight ratio of 2.0 is approx-

imately optimum for a Mars takeoff; the corresponding ideal velocity re-
quirement is approximately 14_200 ft/sec. For the Mars landing_ an integrated

trajectory was determined only for an initial thrust-to-(Mars) weight ratio

of 0.855, resulting in a thrust-to-(Mars) weight of about 2.0 at touchdown.

The landing maneuver required an ideal velocity increment of about 12_400 ft/sec

the difference (i.e., aside from the inherent difference that is characteristic

of landing and takeoff dV requirements) partly reflects the difference in

orbit heights for the two mneuvers, and partly reflects the fact that drag
is beneficial to a landing maneuver but detrimental to a takeoff maneuver.

42
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EARTH-VENUS MISSIONS

TRAJECTORY SELECTIC_

The trajectory characteristics of a variety of Earth-Venus missions were

examined. The indicated missions are repeated every 584 days because the

orbit of Venus is very nearly circular (eccentricity of 0.007 as compared

to Mars-orbit eccentricity of 0.093); the cycle-to-cycle repeatability of

Venus missions is close to exact.

Selection of a mission profile for a Venus round trip for reference use

was governed by the same criteria as those mentioned earlier for the Mars

trip. The primary objective was to provide a relatively low Venus-departure

velocity requirement (since it is a propulsive maneuver_ and the propellant

to e_ecute it must be stored'in space) even at the expense of somswhat

higher Earth-departure, Venus-arrival and Earth arrival velocities. The
nominal mission is described in Table 18 .

TABLE 18

SELECTED VENUS MISSION TRAJECTOR/_S

Launch Date

Gregorian
Julian

Transfer Time_ days

Hyperbolic Departure
Velocity, ft/sec

Hyperbolic Arrival

Velocity, ft/sec

Venus Stay-Time, days

Total Mission-Time, days

Earth-Venus

24 June 1965
z 8935.5

Venus_Earth

31 Dec. 1965

zh]9 25.5

z85 no

27,000 19,500

29,000 I0,000

5

3oo
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TE_/KKNAL CORRECTIONS FOR EARTH-VENL_S TRAJECTORIES

Landing concepts include first entering an orbit and then descending to

the surface, or direct atmospheric braking to the surface. Terminal

corrections are required for either method since midcourse correction

analyses have shown that the vehicle will not approach the planet within

allowable accuracy tolerances.

The propulsion requirements for the terminal corrections have been evaluated
in a manner similar to the Earth and Mars studies. An analysis of terminal

corrections required to facilitate propulsive establishment of a 300-n mi

circular orbit has been performed in conjunction with Reference i • The

Earth-Venus trajectory used was a relatively long transfer mission having

a low hyperbolic arrival velocity, since faster missions usually result in

excessive propulsive dV and propulsion system weight requirements.

Analysis of terminal correction errors was performed to evaluate deviations

in altitude of the propulsively-established orbit. The errors encountered

were range-dependent, and therefore their effects were evaluated as a

function of range. An allowable tolerance of I0 percent (30 n mi) in the

deviation of apoapsis altitude of the orbit was selected for determining

the appropriate tango for applying the terminal correction.

Terminal corrections required for direct aerodynamic entry into %he

Venusian atmosphere were analysed in a manner similar to previous Earth

and Mars studies. The velocity requirements for a single terminal correction

were considered excessive; therefore, the use of two corrections was investi-

gated. In the dual correction scheme, the first correction was applied at

I00,000 n ml. A second correction range was determined to give an entry

angle deviation which satisfied the entry corridor requirement. The magnitude

of the velocity requirements for the terminal corrections were determined for

propulsion systems with a nominal 0.3 initial F/W ratio; however, the velocity

requirements analysis indicated that for a F/W range from 0.I to O.5_ the

change in results is negligible.

The nominal trajectory conditions and required corrections for the selected

orbit establishment and aerodynamic entry missions are summarized in Table 19.

hh
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The dual correction scheme, used for the direct entry mission, reduced the
velocity increment approximately 3200 ft/sec over that required for a

single correction to ac_uieve the desired entry conditions. This difference

clearly warrants use of a dual correction scheme despite the addition of a

requirement for engine restart capability. With the terminal corrections,

the required entry corridor can be successfUlly established, as in the case

of Earth and Mars, without an additional propulsive deceleration phase.

PROPULSIVE VENUS ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT AND DEPARTURE MANEUVERS

A study was conducted to determine optimum values of thrust-to-weight ratio
for Venus orbit-establlshment and departure ms_ieuvers. Representative

values of typical cryogenic and noncryogenic propulsion system characteristics

were utilized. A single mission hyperbolic _locity was selected; this was

demonstrated in previous studies to affect p_vload but not optimum F/W

selection.

The results are summarized in Table 20 • The optimum values of F/W, expressed

in terms of local weight, are similar to the optimum thrust-to-local weigh%

values obtained in analyses of similar maneuvers at other planets.

Cryogenic System

Noncx_yogenic System

TABLE 20

OPTIMUM THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO

Nonredundant System Redundant System

= o.o25) (zm = o.o5o)

o.4o o.35

0.40 0.28

k_l

The results,considered in conjunction with results for other planets, indicate

a consistent optimum thrust-to-planet-weight ratio for orbit establishment

maneuvers. This is demonstrated in Figure LI ; corresponding values of

thrust-to-Earth-weight ratio are presented for comparison.

VENUS ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT FOLLOWING AN ATMOSPHERIC GRAZE

The impulsive velocity requirements for establishing a 3OO-n ml orbit at
Venus following an atmospheric graze maneuver were evaluated in a similar

fashion to those for Earth. The total impulsive velocity requirement for
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Earth

Mars

Venus

v

T

0.1 0.2 0.3 o._ 0.5

Thrust-tb-planet Weight

, .

0.6 0.?

Earth

Mars

Venus

y

Tlm

V

l

o o.l o.z o.3 0.4 0.5

Thrust-to-Earth Weight

0.6

Fig. 11 Thrust-to-Weight Conlparison for Nominal Planetary Vehicles
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establishing orbit are presented in Figure 12 as a function of the

magnitude of velocity existing at the end of the graze m_leuver. The

analysis was performed for three maneuvering schemes which are described

in the Earth analysis. A trend similar to that noted in the Earth analysis
is indicated in that Schemes 2 and 3 yield the lowest velocity requirements

over most of the range of exit velocities, Scheme 2 for exit velocities

less than 30,000 ft/sec and Scheme 3 for exit velocities greater than

30,000 ft/sec.

For vehicles capable of executing a graze maneuver, a propulsion savings;

as in the case of Earth and Mars, can be achie_md.

PROPULSIVE/AZRCDYN_[IC BRAKING MANEUVER FOR VENUS ENTRY

Propulsive/Aerodynamic braking systems for landing on Venus are similar to

systems described previously for Earth re-entry. The major problem in

this case, as before, is the accurate definition of the ablation shield

weight; as a result, the variety of ablation characteristics utilized for

Earth re-entry vehicle analysis was employed for parametric study ot'

Venus entry.

Results of the study are presented in Figure 13 • For a selected value

of hyperbolic excess velocity and a particular ablation characteristic,

the optimum propulsive _V is found by measuring the difference between

the azl ival velocity and the applicable optimum entry velocity.

VED_S TERMINAL DECELERATION PHASE SYSTEMS

A study of parachute/retrorocket/impact device systems for the terminal

deceleration phase of a Venus landing was conducted to determine the

optimum parameters (parachute terminal velocity, rocket F/W, impact

velocity) and the system weight. The investigation was similar to that

conducted previously for Earth landings. The high density of the atmosphere
at the surface of Venus suggests that for parachute/retrorocket/impact

device systems, the optimum parachute terminal velocity will be substantially
lower than it is for Earth or Mars landing systems.

The results indicate that the pararocket/frangib!e-tube impact device system

is lighter for design impact velocities up to 25 ft/sec; for a higher design

impact velocity, the parachute/frangible-tube impact device system is lighter.
The minimum-weight system has an impact velocity of approximately 40 ft/sec,

uses the parachute and frangible-tube system, and has an approximate system

weight of 1.8 percent of the landing vehicle gross weight.

A summary of the minimum-weight systems for the optimum impact velocity,

for impact velocities (VF)of I0 ft/sec and 25 ft/sec, is presented in
Table 21 •

and
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13. Optimum Propulsive _V (Impulsive) for Venus

of Propulsive/Aerodynamic Systems.
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TAB_ 21

COMBINED SYS_XM WEIDHTS

System Configuration Impact Velocity

(VF, rt/sec)

Minimum Weight Parachute/Impact 42
Device

Limited VF Pararocket/Impact i0
Device

Limited VF Pararocket/Impact 25
Device

L_ited VF Parachute/Impact IO
Device

Limited VF Parachute/Ympact 25
Device

Percent Gross

Weight

1.8

3.2

2.?

5.0

2.7

VENUS TAKEOFF PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS

Takeoff from the planet Venus is a propulsive maneuver made particularly

difficult by the high drag resistance and poor rocket performance experienced
at low altitudes in the dense Venusian atmosphere. Integrated 5raJectories

for Venus takeoff to a 300-n mi circular planetary orbit were computed to

determine the propulsion requirements for performing the takeoff maneuver

necessary for round trip missions. Because of the high ideal velocity

requirement of the mission, 2-, 3-, and 4- stage vehicles were utilized for
the Venus takeoff. First stage thrust-to-(Venus) weight ratios of 1.3 to

1.7 were considered, and stage propellant fractions were assumed in all

cases %0 be 0.9.

The characteristics of the engine systems used in this study are presented

in Table 22 • The engine systems considered are pump-fed designs using

O2_ 2 propellants.

51
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TABIE 22

ENGI_ PERFORMANUE

Chamber Pressure, psia

Nozzle Expansion Area Ratio

Vacuum Specific Impulse,
seconds

Surface Specific Impulse,
seconds

Venus Takeoff Engines

First

Stage

I000

5:1

381

310

Upper Stages

I000 IOOO

50,1 1O:I

435 403

-z77 206

The 50:1 expansion area ratio engine was used in the second stage of the

2-sbage vehicles, the third stage of the 3-stage vehicles, and the third

and fou_bh stages of the 4-stage vehicles. The I0:I expsnsion area ratio

engine was used as a second stage engine in both the 3 and 4-stage vehicles.

The results for the analysis of Venus takeoff-to-3OO-n mi orbit are pre-
sented in Table 23 . This table shows the thrust-to-weight ratio of each

stage and the corresponding ideal velocity requirement necessary for mission

accomplishment. The p_yload which would result if each stage had a propellant
fraction of 0.9 is also presented. The fact that the 4-stage vehicle has the

lowest ideal velocity requirement of the vehicles considered indicates that

a throttleable engine (operated regressively until the vehicle passes above

the dense portion of the atmosphere) might be best suited to the Venus

takeoff mission.

52
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LUNAR MISSIONS

INITIAL AND MIDCOURSE MANE.UVERS

Trajectory phases preceding the propulsive lunar landing maneuvers were

analyzed to determine favorable characteristics of overall _uund trip

lunar missions, and thereby establish appropriate initial conditions for

landing investigations. The selection of a mission profile is governed

by the trade-off between propulsion requirements (for Earth departure
and lunar orbit establishment; these are minimum for an approximate 5-day

transfer) and shielding and life support; which favor shorter trips.

For transfer times shorter than 2.0 days, the Earth-phase velocity in-

cresses rapi&ly while for times longer than 2.0 days, the Earth-phase

velocity is practically constant. The velocity of the vehicle, and
therefore the lunar-phase velocity requirement as it enters the lunar

gravity field_ increases rapidly with the shorter transfer-t£me trajectories.

Preliminary analysis was conducted to examine the trip time with respect to

shielding and life support equipment, and the results indicate that shield

requirements cannot be defined with sufficient clarity to provide a precise

value of optimum trip time. Review of available shield and life support

_formation (see, for example, Reference 2 ), together with the propul-

slot requirements, indicates trips in the 2- to 3-day range are suitable

for lunar missions.

The lunar mission differs from interplanetary missions in that the transit

time is _pproximately three days contrasting to transit times of a hundred

days or more for other space missions. Errors exlsting in the booster

guidance and propulsion system would cause the vehicle to miss its

rendezvous point at the moon by several thousand miles. Numerous midcourse

analyses have been performed in connection with programs such as Apollo,

Surveyor and Ranger. Si.nilar analyses, conducted at Rocketdyne under

NASA contract NAS 7-88, Space Transfer Phase Propulsion Systems, are
described in Reference i . These annlyses have determined that a mi4comrse

correction scheme employing three maneuvers is satisfacto_j. Based on

typical injection errors of 1 n mi in position and 10 ft/sec in velocity

and including errors in midcourse position, guidance and execution accuracy,
the results have shown that the total midcourse velocity requirements for a

0.)9 p_-obability of success are less than 200 ft/sec while the rms error

existing at the aim point is less than _ n mi in Position and 0.5 ft/sec in

velocity. For a mission whic!i includes _ propulsive phase to establish a

lunar orbit, this accuracy _s sufficient; 9ow_ver, fo_"mis3ions that involve

circumnavigating the moon, further corrections will mo_t likely be required

to improve the trajectory 6ccuracy.
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LANDING AND TAKEOFF TRAJECTORY CONCEPTS

A vehicle on an Earth-moon coast trajectory approaches the moon along

a selenocentrlc hyperbolic path. Various trajectory concepts exist for

soft landing a vehicle on the lunar surface; of principal interest are
the direct vertical, direct nonvertlcal and intermediate orbit types.

Because of improved site selection and abort capability, the intermediate

orbit landing trajectory is far more flexible than a direct landing for
either a manned or unmanned soft-lunar landing mission. As a resultp

this landing mode was utilized in the major portion of the analysis

presented in this document.

Because of greater ideal velocity requirements, the direct vertical

landing has a lower payload capability than the direct nonvertlcal

(e.g., a gravity turn propulsion descent) landing or the intermediate

orbital landing. A more serious disadvantage of the vertical trajectory

is the fact that, should the propulsion system fail to ignite at the

prescribed time, a collision with the lunar surface is Inevltahle; this
maneuver was therefore disqualified from further consideration for manned
missions.

Both the orbital and direct nonvertical maneuvers may be planned so that

failure of the propulsion system to ignite does not result in lunar Im-
pact but instead returns the vehicle to Earth along a circumlunar
trajectory. The choice of landing sites is restricted for the direct
landing while the orbital landing allows touchdown at any point on the
lun_z surface below the parking orbit. Two further advantages of the

orbital approach are that it uses techniques developed by assumed pre-

vious nonlandlng flights, and that it allows reconnalsance of the landing

site. A disadvantage of the selected intermediate orbit trajectory is

that it requires two additional propulsion system restarts.

Several techniques for landing from circular lunar orbit were investiga-
ted. These were categorized as contlnuous-powered or Intermedlate-coast

phase. For the continuous-powered technique, retrothrust is initiated in
the intermediate lunar orbit and continues until the vehicle reaches zero

velocity at the lunar surface. The thrust and thrust attitude during

descent must be compatible with the orbit height, or the constraints that

altitude and velocity reach zero simultaneously cannot be satisfied by a

constant-thrust propulsion system. The Intermediate Coast Phase trajectory

is characterlzed by two propulsive applications separated by a coast inter-

val. For optimum execution of this type of descent, a short propulsion
phase (small velocity increment) is used to transform the initial circular

orbit to a low-periapsis ellipse. The coast phase follows until the vehicle

has descended to the trajectory periapsis (i.e., 180 degrees coast). The

propulsion system is then reignited and reduces the velocity to zero at the

lunar surface. The intermediate-coast type was selected for subsequent

studies because it permitted the use of a wide range of F/W ratios snd orbit

altitudes; this flexibility was not available for continuous-powered descents

from the circular lunar orbit. The _rincipal disadvantage of intermediate

coast-phase trajectories is the need for an additional engine start.
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For the intermediate coast trajectories, use of thrust-to-(Earth)

weight ratios greater than 1.O causes little decrease in ideal velocity

requirement. For thrust-to-(Earth) weight ratios below 0.4, ideal

velocity requirements increase rapidly as thrust-to-weight ratio is

decreased. The velocity requirements are lower for a low specific

impulse system because, for a given initial thrust-to-weight ratio
(F/W), the average F/W during the landing is higher)caused by more

rapid propellant consumption.

Several methods of thrust application were considered for the major
deceleration phase of the orbital descent maneuver. The most efficient

method, and therefore the method utilized in subsequent analysis, was

the thrust-opposing-and-parallel-to-velocity technique.

,In a thrust-opposlng-and-parallel-to-velocity descent, the F/W ratio

and the ellipse pericynthion altitude are related to the landing

trajectory shape. The pericynthion altitude must be increased as F/W

is reduced; tbls is caused by the longer powered flight time required to

reduce the vehicle energy at low thrust levels. Lunar topography limlts

the pericynthion altitude to values greater than approximately 30,000

feet, corresponding to a F/W (Earth) of 0.65 or less at the beginning
of the descent-from-pericynthion phase.

Analysis of the velocity requirements for takeoff maneuvers exhibited a

trend similar to the landing maneuvers. Direct and intermedlate-orblt

type trajectories were analyzed to determine velocity requirements for

each of these techniques. A comparison of the velocity requirements for

the two types of Earth-return maneuvers (direct and intermediate-orblt)

are presented in Figure 14 . The indirect trajectory requires a

slightly greater velocity increment; selection of a lower parking orbit

altitude would, however, reduce the indirect mission velocity requirements
to values closer to the direct mission values.

LUNAR LANDING AND TAKEOFF PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS

The two primary modes of performing a lunar landing, the direct and

lunar-orbit rendezvous (LOR) methods, were analyzed to evaluate their

propulsion requirements and to determine the optimum propulsion system
characteristics associated with each of these mission modes. The rendez-

vous mission technique offers the advantage of greater efficiency (i.e.,

more payload per unit weight of the transfer vehicle), but this advantage

is realized only if the combination of landing site and stay-time is such

that significant plane-changes by the ascent vehicle and/or the parent

vehicle are avoided. The analyses of propulsion requirements have An part

been based on vehicles of the Apollo size or Saturn C-5 capability; the

parametric data and results presented are, however, applicable to larger,
later-generatlon vehicles.
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The total velocity requirement of a direct landing system is the sum - i

of velocity additions (chronologically) for midcourse correction
(N 150 ft/sec), circular orbit establishment (_3200 ft/sec), orbit _ i

eccentricity change (,_ 60 ft/sec), •velocity cancellation (,_ 5?00 ft/sec)

and hovering/translation (from 200 to i000 ft/sec). In addition, a pro-

pellant reserve equivalent to approximately 300 ft/sec (_ 3 percent) is
included. Thus, the overall velocity requirement is between 9500 ft/seo

and 10,500 ft/sec. _ _

The selection of thrust level for lunar landing is governed principally by

the exchange between velocity requirements and propellant-dependent weights

(each of which decreases as thrust-to-weight ratio increases) and engine
and thrust structure weights (which decrease as thrust-to-weight ratio

decreases). The velocity requirements for intermediate orbit landing are

very similar to the direct nonvertical landing. The intermediate orbit : _
landing trajectory is more flexible and therefore was used in the analysis.

For thrust level selection, the thrust-dependent weight factor is of pr_

importance, as shown in Figure 15 . Optim_ thrust-tozweight ratio decreases
from 0.;,75when the thrust-dependent factor is 0.02 It/It thrust to 0.3 when

the thrust-dependent weight factor is 0.06. A wide range of thrust-dependent

weights must be considered since redundant systems may be employed, and the

degree of engine redundancy strongly affects engine weight factor.

The fixed weight, tank weight, hovering AV, transfer time, Interstage

weight, and specific impulse are all factors which do not in general

stro_gly influence thrust level selection. Also, the penalty for opera-

tion at an off-optimum thrust level is not severe. For example, for a

typical 02/H2 system, vehicle gross weights within i percent of the
minimum (which occurs in this instance at a thrust-to-weight ratio of

0.34) can be achieved with thrust-to-weight ratios from 0.22 to 0.58.

The thrust-to-weight ratio of the vehicle at the end of the main descent
maneuver represents the initial condition for translation, hovering and

final descent maneuvers. The variation of terminal thrust-to-weight ratio

for a direct landing maneuver is shown in Figure 16 • To achieve al_l

vehicle thrust-to-weight ratio (necessary for constant altitude hovering',

an engine throttling ratio equal to the terminal thrust-to-lunar weight

ratio is required. For satisfactory control during the ter_clnal landing

phase, it may be necessary to throttle the landing engine to thrust-to-

weight ratios substantially below I:I, and engine designs must include an
allowance for this consideration.

FORM 60_1 B rL£DGIERJ R£V ! 58

For the direct landing, based on the vehicle and trajectory characterlst[c_

considered, a thrust-to-weight ratio of approximately 0.45 is desirable.

An engine throttling capability of i0:i would provide sufficient thrust

control for performance of hovering and trsnslation maneuvers near the
lunar surface. __
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To illustrate how the selection of propulsion systems governs the

feasibility of a lunar mission within the restrictions imposed by the

launch vehicle capability and the Earth-return payload requirementp

Figure 17 indicates landing stage capabilities and takeoff stage re-

qulrements for a direct lunar landing mission. As indicated, the
mission can be satisfactorily accomplishedp (i.e., the landed payload

weight exceeds the required takeoff weight) by the use of a pump-fed

02/H 2 landing engine or by the use of pressure fed 02/H2 systems for
both landing and takeoff,

In the Lunar orbit rendezvous method, the landing propulsion system

(single stage or multistage) must accomplish the descent, translation,

takeoff, and rendezvous maneuvers. Various one and two stage configura-

tions were considered for the landlng-from-orbit/return-to-orbit function.

For a 35,000-pound gross _eight landing vehicle detached from the orbit-

Ing parent vehicle, useful payloads ranging from approximately 4000

pounds (for a single stage, noncryogenic propellant, pressure-fed system.)
to approximately iO,O00 pounds (for a two-stage, 02/H2, pump-fed system}

were obtained. The nominal vehicle, a two-stage, noncryogenic pro-

pellant, pressure-fed system, delivered a payload slightly in excess
of 6000 pounds to the lunar surface and back to orbit.

Parametric design studies and thrust optimization studies of various

LOR systems were made. An example of the results are shown in Table 24 .

The throttling ratio shown is to achieve a i:i thrust-to-lunar weight for
hovering.

Optimum thrust-to-weight ratio (F/W) for the propulsive maneuvers employed
An the two landings presented in Table 25 •

nB, 25

THRUST SELECTION

Maneuver
Optimum Thru_ t-t o-Ea rth__We_ii_ht__tiQ

Cryogenic System Noncryogenic System

Direct Landing 0.45

Landlng-from-Orbit 0.55 o.60

Takeoff-to'Orbit 0.65 0'75

Combined Landing-from-Orblt aM
Takeoff-to-Orbit 0.55 0.65
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TA_E 2h

02/Hg LUNAK 12LDIDINGITAKE0'_"VEHICLES

Initial Weight, pounds

Specific Impulse, seconds

Thrust-Dependent

Weight Factor

Propellant-Dependent

Weight Factor

Optimum Thrust, pounds

Payload, pounds

Thrust for Payload
Within i percent of

Maximum, thousand pounds

Throttling Ratio for

Optimum Thrust System, pounds

Propellant Weight in

Optimum Thrust System, pounds

Duration of 0pti_Jnm

Thrust System, seconds ""_

rw_ Sinele Sta_e

hndine_

35,000 18,6OO pump-f_" 35,000
17,300 pressure-fed

420 420 420

0.025 0.025 0.025
0.040 0.O4O 0.04O

0.14 0.14 0.14
0.21 0.21 0.21

19,300 11,700+ 19,100

17,900 9,700 i?,200

18,600 9,900 8,600
17,300 8,500 6,800

15.0 - 26.6 9.1- i?.3 15.6 - 24.1

14.4 - 22.4 8.0- 13.1 14.9 - 20.1

5.Ozl 5.Osl

4.6:1 4.5:1

13,670 7,970

13,700 9,480

13;680 _ 8660"e

13,730 * 8660

39_ "286 377 * 190
397 324 4O9 + 212

m Pairs of number indicate pump/pressure throughout Table

** Division separates landing and takeoff phases
*** Includes 94 seconds of hovering for landing phases
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The effect of thrust-to-weight ratio on payload was not pronounced; a

wide range of F/W values can be used wlthout significantly penalizing

vehicle payload capability.

ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LUNAR LANDING-FROF_'ORBIT MANEUVER

A study was performed to evaluate the terminal position errors that are

experienced when a propulsive landing maneuver from lunar orbit is not
executed precisely in accordance with nominal conditions. The errors
considered were deviations in thrust, early or late initiation of the

landing maneuver, and angular displacement botween the nominally-

parallel thrust and velocity vectors.

The nominal conditions employed in this analysis are tabulated belows

Initial Thrust-to-

Earth Weight 0.4

Local Weight 2.4
Burnout Thrust-to-

Earth Weight O.?

Local Weight 4.4

Specific Impulse, seconds J15

Periapsis Altitude, feet 71,000

Periapsis Velocity, ft/sec 5,704

Ideal Velocity Increment, ft/sec 5,984

The specific impulse value reflects the use of noncryogenic propellants

to satisfy the velocity requirements of the mission.

For the range of errors considered, the ideal velocity requirement to

decelerate the landing vehicle to rest was essentially unaffected by

deviations from nominal conditions, amounting to only _ 20 ft/sec with

respect to the nominal case. The hover position, however, was sensitive
to small variations in thrust, ignition-time and vector alignment. Rep-

resentative values of final position errors, with respect to the nominal

final position, are presented in Table 26 . These results do not include

a small effect associated with lunar rotation. The indicated propulsion and

trajectory errors are typical of expected deviations from nominal conditions;

the altitude errors suggest the selection of a nominal hover point 5000 feet
above the lunar surface.
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TABLE 26

HOVER POINT POSITION ERRORS

Altitude, _ Range,

_feet _ n mi _

*2 percent Thrust, Is Constant

*2 percent Thrust, *2 percent Is

Ignition 20 seconds early

÷2710 -3.48

+1890 -2.88

-1650 -18.5

• 0.5 degrees Misalignment -4440 *0.10

It is significant to note that the translation and descent studies des-

cribed below indicate that the propulsion requirements to perform a I- n mi
translation near the lunar surface is approximately 800 ft/sec and to ac-

complish a lO00-foot vertical descent to the lunar surface is on the order

of 200 ft/sec. These penalties, considered in conjunction with the Table 26

data, strongly suggest that corrective measures such as engine throttling
be employed during the landing maneuver to obtain direct transit to the

desired landing site.

The fact that misalignment has little effect on range deviation suggests
that deliberate mlsallgnment does not offer an efficient means of correct-

ing range errors introduced by other factors. Extreme values of misalign-

ment might provide substantial range corrections, but only at the expense
of large penalties to ideal AV and required hover altitude.

MISSION ABORT

A study was ccnducted to evaluate abort propulsion requirements during the
main propulsive phase of a landing-from-lunar orbit. The configurations

analyzed were single stage vehicle with sufficient capability for descent- --
from-orbit and launch-to-orbit and a two-stage vehicle which assigned the
two maneuvers to two distinct propulsion systems.

The single stage vehicle provided adequate propulsive capability (both

thrust and velocity capability) to return the vehicle to its initial 50-n mi

orbit from any point along the landing trajectory. Altitude loss during the

abort maneuver was minimized by directing the thrust vector vertically up-
ward, although the AV requirement was thereby maximized, while the AV

requirement was minimized by permitting the abort trajectory to graze the

lunar surface. For example, an abort initiated at 25,000 feet descended

FORM 608 B ILEDGEWJ WEV 1 58
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no lower than 20,600 feet by orienting the thrust vector vertically up-

ward; the corresponding &V was 6200 ft/sec. By utilizing a trajectory

that grazed the lunar surface, the dV requirement was 4310 ft/sec.

For a two-stage vehicle, the propulsive margin is even greater than for

a single stage vehicle if a reasormble portion of the landing stage is
available to assist in the abort maneuver. More significant is the case

where only the takeoff stage is available (i.e., noncatastrophic failure
of the landing stage). The restrictions imposed on the lunar takeoff

stage if it must be able to perform the abort maneuver at any point along
a descent trajectory were investigated. Ideal velocity increments and
initial thrust-to-weight ratios required by the takeoff stage for the

abort maneuver were determined for any point along a typical descent

trajectory. These requirements were based upon a minimum energy abort

trajectory in which the vehicle, during the early portion of the abort
maneuver, descends to a point near the lunar surface, then circularizes
while traversing a short distance at constant altitude bofore ascending

to the lunar orbit. During this intervalj the vehicle accelerates to

sufficient velocity for a coast phase to the 50-n mi orbit.

Based upon this type of minimum energy trajectory, the abort stage, or

lunar takeoff stage, requires an initial thrust-to-weight ratio equal

to or greater than the maximum vertical thrust-to-weight component of

the landing stage. This conclusion applies to a descent trajectory

having zero hover altitude. If a positive-hover altitude is included for
final descent and translation to the lunar surface, the thrust-to-weight

for the abort stage (i.e., takeoff stage) could be decreased, thereby

permitting greater latitude in selecting a takeoff thrust-to-weight ratio.

To fulfill the design requirements for a takeoff stage which performs the

abort maneuver, a typical optimized vehicle landing trajectory _ms assumed.
Based on these assumptions and zero-hover altitude, the takeoff stage was

found to require an initial thrust-to-(Earth) weight ratio of 0.63 and a

velocity requirement of 5725 ft/sec. If allowances are made for hover

altitudes of lO0 feet or lO00 feet, then the takeoff-stage initial thrust-

to-weight requirements are reduced to 0.49 (near optimum for maxfmmm

performance) and 0.37 respectively. Simultaneously, the ideal velocity

requirements for the takeoff stage which performs the abort maneuver with

these lower F/W ratios increase to approximately 5835 and 6100 ft/sec.

_7.AR-SURFACE TRANSLATION

For a nonaerodynamic planetary landing mission, it may be desirable,
following the major deceleration maneuver, to perform a translation man-

euver prior to the actual landing. Some of the reasons for this requirement
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include refined landing-site selection, planetary surface survey and the

need to reach a specific point on a planet surface. Several methods for

applying rocket propulsion systems to the performance of this maneuver

are possible. The two basic propulsion methods are defined as ballistic
or continuous, with the latter capable of providing horizontal translation.

In the study presented, methods of performing the translation maneuver

were surveyed, and a detailed analysis of continuous-powered, single-engine

systems was conducted.

Review of the analysis and results indicates that the ballistic system

offers the most favorable propellant economy for downrange translation

(approximately 25 percent less propellant than a single-engine, continuous-

powered system for a given maneuver). However, several disadvantages existl

engine restarts ar_ required; large vehicle tilt angles can exist; the

downrange distance cannot be changed enroute; and high altitude trajectories
preventing surveillance can result.

For the multiengine horizontal translation _ystem, no tilting of the

vehicle is required, and the single main engine thrust can be maintained

at a near constant level. (Throttling is only necessary to compensate

for propellant consumed.) However, the system has the disadvantage of

requiring additional restartable engines, and the auxiliary engine must

be located at the vehicle cg to prevent vehicle rotation, or the main
engine must be gimbaled.

The single engine, continuous-powered translation method appears desirable

with respect to simplicity, reliability, and versatility. This method

eliminates the requirement of engine restart. Use of a throttleable main

engine allows a continuous constant altitude, but requires thrust adjust-
ment durin_ the maneuver. The optimum angles for single-engine translation

maneuvers (45 degrees, if no intermediate coast phase is employed; 30 degrees,
with coast) are somewhat high for _hort translation distances, and for long

translation distances, the horizontal velocity with these tilt angles might
be excessive for ground surveillance. The propellant-consumption decrease
Obtainable by the use of a coast phase does not appear to warrant the ad-

ditional rotation maneuvers required.

The investigation of constant thrust translation showed that translation

with either increasing, decreasing, or approximately constant altitude

can be achieved with a constant engine thrust. However, the thrust at

initiation of the maneuver must be the amount specified to achieve the

desired translation trajectory. An intermediate horizontal coast phase

between the acceleration and deceleration phases was exemined and found to

require throttling to prevent altitude change, and, in general, did not offer
significant benefits.

\
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The engine gimbaling conditions (angles and rates) do not appear to be
a critical factor. Changes in engine glmbaling produce only very slight

changes in the overall translation maneuver. Vehicle orientation (tilt)

angles are not critical for short translation distances, but in general

have a pronounced effect on translation trajectory characteristics.

For a representative, constant-altltude translation maneuver of 3000 feeet,

a vehicle employing the single-engine, continuoas-powered technique with-
out a coast phase requires 400 ft/sec of ideal velocity capability.

LUNAR LANDING FINAL D_SCENT PHASE

The propulsion requirements for the major braking from Earth-transfer or

lunar orbit, translation to desired touchdown point, and vertical descent-
to-surface maneuvers for a lunar landing are widely different with respect

to both velocity increment and thrust level. However, it is quite likely
that a single propulsion system will be employed to perform all three

maneuvers; therefore, the selected propulsion system characteristlcs must
be adequate to satisfy the individual requirements of each maneuver.

The vertical descent phase following the translation maneuver requires

mlnlmumpropellant expenditure when it is _erformed as a two-thrust-level

operation, initially utilizing the lowest (maximum throttle) and then the

highest (zero throttle) thrust levels within the propulsion system capa-

bility. The effects of possible variations in these independent variables

on vcloclty requirements are sizable (up to i00 percent _V variation)

when considered solely in the context of the descent maneuver, but small

as a fraction of the overall stage propulsion capability.

The ideal velocity capability required for performance of a vertical
descent maneuver to the l_mr surface

Io Is approximately 75 ft/sec for a typical case in which initial

altitude is 200 feet, initial descent rate is zero, maxlsaxB
thrust-to-weight ratio is 6 (representative of the burnout

thrast-to-lunar wei *_htratio of an optimized landlng-from-orbit

or direct landing stage) and throttling ratio is i011

2. Decreases as throttling ratio increases, though for most casee_
throttling capability beyond i0:i provides only small benefits

3D Increases with increasing initial altitude (e.g., 120 ft/sec, if
the vehicle described above initiates descent from 500 feet instead
of 200 feet)
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. Is less for relatively low nonzero initial descent rates than

it is for a zero initial rate of descent. An optimum initial

descent rate exists, and is dependent on initial altitude_

maximum thrust and throttling ratio

5. Is a function of maximum F/W, and displays an optimum which is

dependent primarily on throttling ratio

The maximum velocity achieved during a vertical descent maneuver increases

with increasing throttling ratio. However, deliberate reduction of maxi-

mum velocity, attained by employing less-than-_vailable throttling, imposes
a propellant penalty on the vehicle system.

TOUCHDOWN STABILITY

An analysis was conducted to evaluate the trajectory, vehicle and terrain
factors governing touchdown stability of an assumed lunar landing vehicle.

The vehicle stability criterion was based on the condition that the angular
kinetic energy of the vehicle at impact be sufficient to rotate the vehicle

to an unstable pgsition.

The vehicle impacts the surface with an initial kinetic energy which is

the result of a residual vehicle velocity (V). Since the landing legs
have the ability (by design) to absorb energy, the energy associated with

the velocity component (VL) along the leg is assumed to be completely

absorbod. The energy acting to tip the vehicle is associated with the

velocity component (VR) perpendicular to the leg. This energy is equated

to the potential energy required to lift the center of gravity (cg) to the

point of instability; that is, the vehicle rotates about the point of impact

until the cg swings through the vertical (point of instability), and the
vehicle falls on its side.

The results obtained define combinations of vertical and horizontal velocity
components which permit stable touchdown. As indicated on the horizontal vs

vertical velocity component grid shown in Figure 18, representing the case

of foreleg impact, the region of stable impact is dependent on the angle

of impact and the vehicle moment of inertia about the impact point.
Stability is also governc_ by the inclination of the landing surface

(significant only for hindleg impact slt_ations), the height of the ve-

hicle cg and the dists_ce from the impact point to the vehicle longitudinal
axis.
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FARTH-_RCURY MISSIONS

_RCUP.Y TRANSFER ._ASE

Earth4_rcury trajectories were computed to determine an optimum launch

date and trip time for a soft landing mission. The objective of the

study was to minimize the sum of the propulsion requirements for the

Earth-departure and Mercury-arrival phases of the mission, and to evaluate

the penalties incurred by launching closeto, but not precisely on, the

optimum launch date.

The selected trajectory is a 9e-day transfer launched on I0 May 1973.

The Earth-departure hyperbolic excess velocity is 31,OO0 ft/sec, corres-

ponding to a 22,000 ft/sec impulsive velocity increment from a 300-n mi,

circular Earth orbit. The hyperbolic arrival velocity at Mercury is

27,000 ft/sec; a 21,O00 ft/sec impulsive velocity change decelerates the

vehicle h_to a 300-nmi circular Mercurian orbit.

The hyperbolic arrival velocity is less than 30,000 ft/sec during the

interva] from 6 May 1973 to 13 May 1973. Cyclic repetition of this

optimum trip is impaired by the eccentricity of the Mercurian orbit
about the Sun (0.206) and the inclination of the Mercurian orbit to the

ecliptic (7 degrees); a fairly similar optimum transfer cannot be achieved

until 1986. In the intervening period, minimum hyperbolic arrival

velocities are on the order of 50,000 ft/sec.

MERCURY OPJ_IT ESTABLISHMENT

Because the 23,560 ft/sec impulsive ideal velocity requirement for

establishment of a 300-n mi Mercury orbit from a 30,000 ft/sec hyperbolic

arrival velocity is _ rather high ideal velocity to be supplied by a

single-stage using convention_! chemic_l propell_nts, a study was con-

ducted to evaluate the payload advantage of a vehicle with tank-staging

or a two-stage vehicle in comparison to s reference single-stage vehicle.

The purpose of the study was also to determine the optimum thrust-to-

weight ratios for the three systems.

The results of this study indicate that the s_ngle-stage orbit estab-

!ishment ideal velocity requirement isnot significantly different from

that for a vehicle which stages tanks. The ideal velocity requirement

for a two-stage vehicle, however, can vary significantly from that for a

one-stage vehicle with the same initial thrust-to,weight; the magnitude of

this difference depends upon the thrust-to-weight ratio of the second

stage.
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The data presented in Table 27 indicate that a single stage or a tank-

staging orbit-establishment vehicle arriving with a 30,OOO-ft/sec hyper-

bolic velocity will have an optimum thrust-to-weight ratio of about 0.3.

The optimum thrust-to-welght ratio is about 0.5 for both stages of a --

two-stage vehicle. By the results summarized in Table 28 it is shown

that the payload-to-gross-weight ratio of a two-stage vehicle is _l

percent higher than that of a single stage vehicle. For a tank-staging

vehicle (tanks jettisoned four times) the payload-to-gross weight ratio

is 48 percent higher.

The three types of vehicles were compared at various hyperbolic velocities, i_

As shown in Table 29 , the higher the hyperbolic velocity the moreadvan-

rage two-stage and tank-staging vehicles have over a single-stage vehicle.

MERCURY OP_ITAL LANDING AND TAKEOFF

The absence of an atmosphere about the planet Mercury dictates that

landing maneuvers be performed entirely propulsively; there is no recourse

to aerodynamic assistance. The propulsion requirements for landing from

orbit by means of single stage vehicles were obtained by computation
of simulated landing trajectories, and the results were applied to an

investigation to determine the optimum vehicle thrust-to-weight ratio for ..........

the maneuver.. _ _-

The computed velocity data were utilized in conjuuction with representative

vehicle characteristics to determine the optimum thrust-to-weight ratios for .....

typical non cryogenic and cryogenic propellant landing vehicles. The
results indicate selection of a thrust-to-Earth weight ratio between 0.8

and 0.9, and a propulsion requirement of approximately i1,4OO ft/sec ideal

velocity increment for deceleration to zero velocity at a point near the

surface Of Mercury.

Si_,ulated takeoff trajectories were computed to determine ideal velocity
requirements for the takeoff maneuver as a function of thrust-to-_-eight

ratio and specific impulse. A thrust-to-weight ratio optimization was not ii i

performed, but the steeper increase in _V _s F,_T decreases (as compared to

the landing data) implies that the optimum F/W is greater than the value

for a landing system.

The velocity data obtained represent the basic requirements for performance

of the major propulsive phases of landing and takeoff maneuvers. As

indicated previously for lunar landing and takeoff vehicles, stage capa-

bility must be sufficient not only for these phases, but for performance of
secondary propulsive maneuvers as well. Based on studies of lunar near-

surface transl_tion and vertical descent, and considering the difference
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Mission:

Vehicle

Single Stage

Two-Stage

_!w2- o.5FIw1

F/w2i F/wIF/W2 2 E/.W1
F/_ 4 F/,,_

co Tank Staging

TABLE 27

MERCURY ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT VEHICLE

OPT_UM THRUST-TO-EARTH WEIGHT RATIO

Orbit-Establishment from 30,000 ft/sec Hyperbolic Arrival Velocity

Opth_m
Initial

F/_P_ Initial F/W Range for-2 Percent Payload

0.31 O.17 -_ O. 53

0.66 _- 1.20

0.5 O.31 _ 0.82
O.18 =- 0.40

0.15 _- 0.20

0.24 0.12 _- 0.49

Mission:

Vehicle

Single Stage

(F/w= 0.3)

TABLE 28

MERCURY ORBIT ESTABLISHMENT VEHICLE

IDEAL VELOCITY INCREMENT AND PAYLOAD

Velocity Orbit-Establishment from 30,000 ft/sec Hyperbolic Arrival

Two-Stage

(F/W1 - 0.5)
(F/_= 0.5)

Single Stage
Tanks Jettisoned

One Time (F/W-- 0.3)

Single Stage
Tanks Jettisoned

Four Times (F/W = 0.3)

Approximate Ideal

Velocity Requir_ent

(ft/s_)

Payload to

Gross Weight
Ratio

Percent of

Single Stage

Payload

24,000 0.081 IOO

24,0o0 O.lm 141

24,000 O.107 132

24,000 0.120 148

TABLE 29

EFFECT OF HYPERBOLIC APJ_IVAL VELOCITY ON PAYLOAD

Vehicle

VH**

S_ng!e Stage

Two-Stage

co Tank Staging

Payload-to-Gross-Weight Ratio

20,000 30,000.40,000150,000

0.251 0.081-0.006-0.048

0.265 0.114 O.041 0.012

0.279 O.128 0.055 O.O21

Percent

20,000

of VH = 30jO00 Payload!

30,000 40,000 50,000

Thrust-to-Weight Ratio

VH = Hyperbolic Arrival Velocity, ft/sec

310 I00 0 0

230 I00 36 i0

220 IO0 43 16

FORM 60B _m tLEDGE-RJ REV, 158
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in gravity constants, allowances of 600 ft/sec for translation and
300 ft/sec for descent are indicated. Efficient performance of the

descent maneuver also requires that the landing stage propulsion system

be capable cf approximately 9:1 throttling.

k_J

ERROR ANALYSIS FOR MERCURY LAkDING-FROM-ORBIT MANEUVERS.

An investigation was conducted to evaluate the terminal position errors

that are experienced when a propulsive landing maneuver from Mercury

orbit is not executed precisely in accordance with nominal conditions.

The errors considered were deviations in thrust, early or late initiation

of the landing maneuver, and angular displacement between the nominally-

parallel thrust and velocity vectors.

The nominal conditions employed in the analysis are tabulated below:

Initial Thrust-to-

Earth Weight Ratio

Local Weight Ratio

0.9
2.4

Burnout Thrust-to-

Earth Weight Ratio

Local Weight Ratio

2.0

5.3

Specific Impulse, seconds 420

Periapsis Altitude, feet 120,000

Periapsis Velocity, ft/sec 10,4OO

Ideal Velocity Increment, ft/sec 10,790

The specific impulse value reflects the use of high-energy cryogenic

propellants for the Mercury landing mission,

For the range of errors considered, the ideal velocity requirement to

decelerate the landing vehicle to rest was essentially unaffected by

deviations from nominal conditions, amounting to only _ 20 ft/sec with
respect to the nominal case. The hover position, however, was sensitive

to small variations in thrust, ignition-tlme and vector align.ment.

Representative wlues of final position errors, with respect to the

nominal final position, are presented in Table 30 • These results do not
include a small effect associated with Mercur_an rotation. The indicated

propulsion and trajectory errors are typical of expected deviations from

nominal conditions; the altitude errors suggest the selection of a nominal

hover point 6000 feet above the Mercury surface.
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TABLE 30

HOVER POINT P()SITION ERRORS

+2 Percent Thrust, Is Constant

+2 Percent Thrust, +2 Percent Is

Ignition20 Seconds Early

+0.5-degree Misalignment

A Altitude, feet

+3130

+1780

-3050

-5760

_Range, n mi

-4.78

-3.65

-34.0

+0.13

Previous studies of lunar near-surface translation and descent have

established that the propulsion requirements to perform a l-n mi

translation near the lunar surface is approximately 800 ft/sec and to

accomplish a IOO0 foot vertical descent to the lunar surface is onthe

order of 200 ft/sec. These penalties, considered in conjunction with

the Table 30 data, strongly suggest that corrective measures such as

engine throttling be employed during the landing maneuver to obtain

direct transit to the desired landing site.

The fact that misaligr_ment has little effect on range deviation suggests

that deliberate misalignment does not offer an efficient means of correcting

range errors introduced by other factors. Extreme values of mlsalignment

might provide substantial range corrections, but only at the expense of
large penalties to ideal _V and required hover altitude.
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ENGINE PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

A propulsion system parameter study was conducted to determine the

optimum designs for propulsion systems applicable to extraterrestrial

landing missions. The propulsion parameters considered were chamber

pressure (P), expansion area ratio (_), and thrust chamber mixture

ratio (MR). c

A total of 54 basic propulsion models were considered; these were

the result of selecting three propellant combinations (O_/Ha, F_/Hm,

and NTO/50-50), three velocity increments (6,000 ft/sec,_14_OOO_ft_

sec, and 22,000 ft/sec), two thrust-to-weight ratios (0.3 and O.8),

and three thrust levels (5,000 ibs, 50,0OO Ibs, and 500,000 ibs).

These values are representative of requirements determined for various

possible landing mission maneuvers.

Several pertinent assumptions regarding system configurations are as

follows:

I. Pump-fed systems for possible manned (50,000 and 500,000-

pound thrust) vehicles and pressure-fed systems for unmanned

(5,O00-pound thrust) applications.

2. Regeneratively cooled 80-percent bell nozzles; fully cooled

for pump-fed systems and cooled to an expansion area ratio

of 20:1, with ablative cooling thereafter, for pressure-fed

systems.

. Single nozzle configurations with specific impulse efficien-

cies of 0.940 for pressure-fed O2/H 2 and NTO/50-50, 0.945
for pressure-fed F_/H_, 0.950 for pump-fed O_/H_ and NTO/

50-50 and 0.955 fo_ p_mp-fed F2/H 2 systems. _

In addition, the interstage structure was designed for structural

adequacy rather than as a meteorite shield (which would have made

it about two or three times as heavy). This assumption leads to

substantially higher values of optimum expansion area ratio than

are obtained by the alternative assumption.

Optimum values of P , _ and MR were determined for each model;

additionally, _ wa_ fixed at a value of 50:1 in each case, and Pc
and MR were optimized. The optimum parameters for selected pump-

fed and pressure-fed systems are presented in Table 31 • The per-

missible range over which each parameter can be varied without

causing a payload loss in excess of one-half and one percent are
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also shown. The data emphasize the general conclusion that pro-

pulsion system operating parameters can be widely varied without

imposing a significant payload penalty on a vehicle.

?7
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TABLE "31

EFFECT OF 0FF-OPTD_JM DESIGN

System

We
Operating --Allowable Parameter Increment

Param.eter Percen_ Payload L-oSs

02/H 2 Pressure-Fed

F = 5000 pounds

F2/H 2 Pressure-Fed Pc
£

F = 5000 pounds MR

NTO/50-50 Pc.
•Pressure-Fed C

F = 5000 pounds MR

02/H 2 Pump-Fed Pc
£

F - 50,000 pounds MR

F2/H2 Pump-Fed Pc
£

F = 50,000 pounds MR

NTolSo-50 Po
Pump-Fed C

F = 50,000 pounds MR

0.5

_C' psia +25-80

MR _0.9

1.0

÷35
-i00

+.1.2

+.22
-60

_2.3

+40
-II0

+_o..'3

*.35
-90
-3.8

+6o

ZO. 20

-450 -5_o
•-200 -275
t.'.o Z.'.4

-650 -9oo
-230 -270

-3.2, -4.6

-6OO -8O0
-.'75 -230

Zo.12 +.o..'8

Opt_um
Value

55
20O
6.20

80
200
.'6.90

130
•310
2.18

1360
450
6.90

i770
me

"7.35

18o0
471

2.21

Mission _V = .'4,000 ft/sec, F/W =. 0.3, unrestricted area ratio
Q
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 'A: EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

A review of available data describing the environments of the Earth, moon,

Mars, Venus and Mercury was conducted to provide the information required
for evaluation of environmental effects on lunar and planetary landings.

_hese data are summarized in Table 32. Of primary importance is the

presence of an atmosphere about the planets, Earth, Mars and Verms in

contrast to the vacuum surrounding the moon and Mercury.

An investigation of the interactions between atmospheres and rocket ex-
hausts and between surfaces and rocket exhausts indicated I) that the

inertness (predominantly N2 and C02) of the Martian and Venusian atmospheres

precludes chemical reaction with rocket exhaust products and 2) that for
a sufficiently soft surface, as may exist at the moon, a sizable crater can

be formed by the exhaust jet of a descending vehicle. Impairment of

visibility by the exhaust plume was determined to be insignificant for a

lunar landing.

APPENDIX B: VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERPLANETARY MISSIONS

In the future, vehicles will be designed to land instrumented probes on

the planetary surfaces and subsequently return them to the Earth. _ough

this type of mission is sufficiently far in the future that one cannot

presently foresee what a typical planetary landing mission/vehicle com-
bination will be, it is informative to look at various mission/vehicle

combinations to gain insight into vehicle and engine size and operating

requirements, and also possibly indicate the feasibility of the systems
formulated.

Three interplanetary missions, a Mercury soft-landing probe, a Mars round-

trip and a Venus roundtrip, were selected for use in analyses of overall
vehicle requirements. Characteristics of these missions are presented in

Table 33 The payloads selected for the roundtrip missions are indicative
of manned _ssion requirements. The vehicles utilized for performance of

these missions employed chemical bipropellant rockets (high-energy cryogenic

propellants in most instances) for propulsive phases and ablative shields for

aerodynamic braking phases.

The resulting vehicles are described in Tables 34 and 35 . The magnitude

of interplanetary ventures is clearly demonstrated by the fact that the

launch weight is 12j910,000 pounds to satisfy the relatively modest
objectives of the Mercury mission and 2,h96,O00,O00 pounds for the manned

Venus mission. Although these values do not imply a need for a single

vehicle of the indicated weight (rendezvous methods could be employed), it
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is evident, at least in the latter instance, that propulsive devices more
efficient th_n liquid chemical rockets are required in some phases of the

mission.

TABLE 33

SELECTED MISSIONS

Mercury Landing Probe Mission

Time Mission Departure

Earth-Mercury Coast Time, days

Payload, pounds

iOMay i97)

9O

2OOO

k.J

Mars Landing and Return Mission

Time Mission Departure

Earth-Mars Coast Time, days

M_rs Stay Time, days

Mars-EarthCoast Time, days

Total Mission Time, days

Payload, pounds

6 June 1971

80

12

z6o

Venus Landing and Return Mission

Time Mission Departure

Earth-Venus Coast Time, days

Venus Stay Time j days
Venus-Earth Coast Time, days

Total Mission Time, days

Payload, pounds

30 November 196_

iz5
5

50,000

APPEhDIX C: ENGII_E START TECHNIQUFS FOR EXTRATFRRFSTRIAL

LAND i_ E}K_INES

A su_ary of Appendix C is presented in the Propulsion Design Guide.
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APPENDIX D: IANDINO GEAR SYSTEMS FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL

LANDING VEHICLES

A design study of landing gear systems for extraterrestrial landing vehicles

was performed to define the requirements of touchdown devices, to determine

the weights of various landing gear configurations and to select the system

best suited to the lunar landing mission. The vehicle considered had a

high center of gravity in relation to its base diameter, representative of
a vehicle which includes an expended propulsion system. To counteract the

resulting tipping instability, it was necessary to place the landing feet

at large radial distances from the vehicle, thus making the structural

_-eight of the landing gear much heavier than that of the energy absorbar.

Thus, the energy absorbed per unit mass is not the most important factor in

selecting the energy absorber, and other considerations such as packaging
and reuseability can be considered to be equally or more important.

The basic single and dual tripod configurations considered are illustrated

in Figures 19and 20 . Design of various landing gear systems indicated

that the total weight of the system ranges between 3 and 9 percent of the

gross weight of the vehicle at touchdown. Increasing or decreasing the

impact velocity causes corresponding changes in the landing gear weight.
Three different energy absorbers, the hydraulic cylinder, frangible tube,

and crushable metal honeycomb were considered so that the effect of var_g

the energy absorber on total landing gear weight could be assessed. Results

indicated that for long stroke landings (i.e., at high impact velocities

and low deceleration rates) the frangible tube is superior to the hydraulic

cylinder. For shorter stroke applications, the two are approximately equal,

the hydraulic cylinder having the advantage of repeated landing capability.

APPENDIX E: LDq_AR SURFACE STORAGE OF LIQUID PROPELLANTS

A preliminary investigation of the storability characteristics of oxygen/

hydrogen (02/H 2) and fluorine/hydrogen (F2/H 2) propellant systems at a
lunar equatorial site has been conducted to determine potential storage

problems and indicate storage system weight requirements.

During lunar surface residence, heat transfer to the propellants frem the

Sun, the moon, and from components of the rocket vehicle will result in a

propellant pressure and temperature rise for a nonvented system, or pr'-

pellant boiloff for a vented system. !nvest_gation of a pump-fed prop'lsion
system using nonvented tanks, because of their greater simplicity, was made.

For the nonvented storage system, the propel]ant tanks are sealed and ,he

absorbed heat causes an increase in pressure and temperature of the p2o-

pellants, and thus, thermal protection of the cr_'ogenic propellants f_,,m
the adverse heating environment of the moon is required. If the tben,al

protection requirements are extensive, the potential advantage no_al:$
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associated with the use of high energy cryogenic propellants is not obtained.

Propellant tank design pressures (dictated by tank weight allowances) must

not be exceeded, and the propellant must be maintained at a temperature (and

vapor pressure) low enough for engine operation.

A lunar vehicle having a gross weight of 122,O00 pounds, a total propellant

weight of 61,800 pounds, and payload weight of 50,OO0 pounds was considered.

These weights would provide an ideal velocity increment of approximately

I0,000 ft/sec (for a lunar takeoff mission), based on a propellant fraction
of 0.86, and a propellant specific impulse of 440 seconds. For the vehicle

system investigated, the fuel and oxidizer are considered to be contained
in separate cylindrical tanks of equal diameter with 2:1 ellipsoidal

bulkheads, a combined length to diameter ratio of 1.75, and located below

and in line with the payload. The vehicle was assumed to be sitting

t_oright on the lunar equator, and no shadow shielding except that provided

by the payload capsule was considered; therefore, the conditions assumed

are severe with respect to storability problems.

By the results it was indicated that storage (I or 2 lunar cycles) of a

cryogenic liquid-propellant vehicle system on the lunar surface appears
feasible for a nonvented storage system using s_perinsulations, surface

coatings, and radiation shields. The main factor, other than insulation

properties, is the allowable propellant pressure rise. Storage weight

penalties up to approximately 2300 pounds (A o = 20 psi) for a 122,OOO

pound gross weight (50,000 pound payload) vehicle are experienced. The

F2/H 2 propellant combination is more readily storable than 02/H2 (based

on storage penalty weight) for the conditions assumed in this study. This
is due mainly to the larger fuel tank dimensions (and therefore a greater

tank ins_lation weight) for the 02/H 2 system brought about by its lower
mixture ratio.

Several of the basic assumptions used in this preliminary study significantly
influenced the results obtained. For example, a less pessimistic assumption

on the latitude location of the vehicle (assumed at the lunar equator), and

some shadow shielding schemes could reduce the storage penalty weights of

the cryogenic systems considerably. The heat transfer analysis is simplified;

calculations are based on an average tank skin te_erature; however_ if

instantaneous skin temperatures completely penetrate the insulation, a

corresponding fluctuation in tank pressure rise would result. Storage time

would then be decreased since the pressure peaks would dictate maximum

allowable storage pressure instead of average pressure. Changes in assump-

tions of propellant pressures, vehicle design characteristics, and the lunar

mission would also undoubtedly influence the results of the stud_.
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The results indicate that the storage penalty weights range up to 2 percent

of vehicle gross weight (or approximately 4.6 percent of payload weight);

thus, the effect of lunar storage for I or 2 cycles (up to approximately

60 days) appears significant but does not prohibit use of high energY

cryogenic liquid propellants or negate their performance advantage.

k_#
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PROPULSION DESIGN GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

The Propulsion System Design Guide was compiled to provide a description

of the characteristics of optimum propulsion systems for the landing (and

in some instances, takeoff) phases of interplanetary missions. Primary

emphasis was placed on the presentation of optimum operating parameters

(e.g., chamber pressure, expansion area ratio) and the effect of variation

of these parameters on vehicle payload capability. The selection of other
system characteristics, in particular, subsystem configurations, was

reviewed briefly; a detailed investigationof this aspect of the design

of propulsion systms for _nterplanetarymissions is currently in progress

in a related study under NASA Contract NAS 7-164, Optimization of Operating

Conditions for Manned Spacecraft Engines.

The data presented in this section offer a useful insight into the effects

of various system parameters on one another and on vehicle payload capabilities

for the missions considered. The stated values are correct, however, only for

systems whose configurations and performance are in agreement with the assump-

tions stated in the "Engine Parameter Optimization" section of Volume 2B, and

which perform thier required maneuvers in accordance with the trajectory

techniques described elsewhere in Volumes 2A and 2B. The importance of this

restriction can be emphasized, for example, by the fact that the assumption

regarding whether or not interstage structure is designed only for structural

adequacy or to serve as a meteorite shield has a factor-of-two effect on

optimum expansion area ratio. Recognition of the interrelationship between

th_s Propulsion System Design Guide and the detailed analyses upon which it

is based is therefore essential to proper use of the data conts_ned herein.

PROPULSTON SYST_4 CHARACTERISTICS

Definition of a propulsion system includes selection of quantitative character-
istics such as velocity requirement, thrust-to-weight ratio, throttling ratio,

chamber pressure, and expansion area ratio, and qualitative features such as

propellant combination, feed system type, nozzle type and arrangement, start

method, a_d thrust vector control technique. With the exception of engine
start (which is treated in some detail in Appendix C of VolL_e 3) the study,

Propulsion Requirements for Soft Landing _n Extraterrestrial Envlro_nents,

was concerned with quantitative aspects of landing propulsion engines,
Qualitative features were selected on the bas_s of available propulsion

information, and in some cases alternative systems (e.g., pump- and pressure-
fed) were considered. The following features were selected for the optimization
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of propulsion system characteristics:

1. Pump-fed systems for possible manned 50,O00-pound and 500,000-

pound thrust vehicles and pressure-fed systems for ur_anned

5,000-pound thrust applications.

2. Regeneratively cooled 80-percent bell nozzles; fully cooled for

pump-fed systems and cooled to an expansion area ratio of 20:1,

with ablative cooling thereafter, for pressure-fed systems.

3. Single nozzle configurations

A few comments regarding propellant selection, thrust vector control and

engine start are presented below.

propellant Selection

wide variety of propellants is available for use in chemical rocket

propulsion _jstems; however, because of factors such as specific impulse,

availability, toxicity, etc., the number of combinations that can actually

be considered for application to the major propulsive phases of space missions

is relatively limited. A comprehensive presentation and evaluation of potential

liquid bipropellant candidates, ranging from conventional current propellants

to exotic high energy combinations, is provided in Reference ( 3 ).

For each of the missions considered in this document, propulsion systems

employing three different propellant combinations, representing a broad range
of performance and logistic characteristics, were analyzed. Nitrogen tetroxide

(NTO) with an equal weight mixture of hydrazine and UD_ (termed 50-50)

provides payload capability comparable to LOX/RP-1 or an advanced relatively

high performance solid propellant; but it offers hypergolic ignition and

favorable space storage qualities, a_vantages which can, in some instances,

over-ride the low specific impulse. Liquid Oxygen/Hydrogen represents a class

of propellants w_th substant_ally higher specific impulse than NTO/50-50; it

does, however, lose some of its advantage because of the low density and extremely

low temperature of hydrogen, characteristics which translate to pro_ellant

fractions lower than are obta_ ned in other systems. Liquid Oxygen/Hydrogen,

in fact, d_splays payload capability for some missions similar in magnitude
to another potential high-energy combination, Fluorine/Hydrazine, despite a

30-second vacuum specific impulse advantage for 02/H 2. Fluorine/Hydrogen

approaches the ultimate _n liquid bipropellant systems. In addition to high

specifSc _npulse, F2/H 2 optimizes at sufficiently high mixture ratios to suppress
the influence of low hydrogen density.
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These propellants represent the most likely choices for application to

near-future space missions. B_yond F2/H_, certain bipropellant and

tripropel!ant combinations offer even greater payload capabilities; their

use, however, is probably precluded by the impending entry of nuclear

rockets into the space propulsion inventory.

Thrust Vector Control

The magnitude of thrust vector control required for performance of Space

vehicle stage separation operations or rotation maneuvers is generally quite

small; in fact, it usually amounts to between a few tenths of one degree and

slightly in excess of one degree, and is of the same order of magnitude as

the gimbaling capability required to correct allowable engine/vehicle mis-

alignment errors (generally specified as 0.5 degree). This result has been

documented adequately to preclude a need for additional discussion here

(see, for example, Reference 4 ). As a result, a 2-degree gimbal displacement

capability is adequate, with high statistical confidence, to satisfy the thrust

vector control requirements in ar_ landing propulsion system.

Use of the landing propulsion system for translation maneuvers imposes some-

what different thrdst vector control requirements. In this instance, magnitude

of thrust vector angular displacement affects the duration of, and therefore

the Tropellant requirement for, a g_ven translation maneuver. The time required,
as a function of gimbal angle, for a selected vehicle to perform a 45-degree

rotation is presented in Figure 21 • As an example, consider the middle curve

of Figure 21 ; for the nominal 2-degree gimbal angle selected previously, the
rotation takes 1.8 seconds longer than for a 6-degree gimbal angle. For a

lunar landing, this difference is equivalent to approximately a 20 ft/sec

penalty on the velocity requiraments of the system with 2-degree capability.
Evaluation of the trade-off between develoHment of a higher gimbal angle

systam and acceptance of a propellant weight penalty is associated with the
details of the final vehicle co_£iguration and the design flight trajectory,

and thus is beyond the scope of the present discussion.

The gimbal angle requirement for a space propulsion system is greatest when

specifications demand that the engines of a clustered system be capable of

compensating for the unbalance created by failure of one or more members of

the engine group. The numerous ramifications of engine-out operation extend

far beyond gimbal angle restrictions; a comprehensive discussion of the concept

is presented in Reference 5 • The gimbal angle requirements for various
clusters of uncanted rocket engines are summarized in Figure 22 , taken from

the reference.
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Two significant differences between landing vehicles and other space

vehicles affect the gimbal angle requirements imposed by engine-out

operation; both effects are detrimental to the use of the engine-out

concept in a landing stage. First, the gimbal angle represents an angle-
of-attack during the landing maneuver and therefore Jeopardizes the

touchdown stability of the vehicle. Second, landing vehicle shape is

generally governed by factors other than engine-out operation, and the pre-
valent low length/diameter vehicles, which offer favorable touchdown stability

characteristics, require large gimbal angles to satisfy the restrictions

imposed by engine-out operation. For example, a vehicle having vehicle

characteristics similar to preliminary designs for a lunar lander powered by

a six engine cluster, requires a 12-degree gimbal capability. Yt appears,

therefore, that the engine-out concept cannot be easily employed for extra-
terrestrial landing vehicles.

The factors considered above lead to the conclusion that 2 degrees is an

adequate magnitude of thrust vector control, although additional capability,
if it is not difficult or expensive to obtain, offers some advantage for

translation maneuvers and provides a margin for meeting unforeseen contin-

gencies. It is important to note that the use of the term, "gimbal," rather

than a more general term such as "thrust vector deflection" does not necessarily

imply a preference for this technique over others such as secondary fluid injection.

The record of reliability demonstrated by gimballng in liquid propellant systems

stands strongly in its favor (particularly for near-future applications), but

s_n.e a comparison with alternative techniques was not undertaken in the present

effort, a definitive selection is not warranted.

Start S_stems

The requirement that extraterrestrial landing propulsion systems must start,

at least once and several times in most instances, in the zero-g, vacuum

enviromnent of space demands that the start _ystem selected must be extremely

reliable. An _nvestigation of possible techniques for starting rocket engines

under the conditions existing in space was conducted to determine the methods
best suited to the task.

The basic requiremenSs of a start _jstem are the supply of propellant to the

engine, preparation(e.g., chill-down or controls checkout), supply of turbine

power (for pump-fed systems) and ignition of propellants. The latter require-

ment is automatically satisfied by the use of hypergol_c propellants; h_per-

olicity can be either natural (e.g., _O/H _ or induced by chemical additives
usually fluorine or a fluorine compound). The most favorable alternative to

hypergolic propellants is the use of a direct spark igniter.
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The basic solution to the problem of propellant supply stems from the

fact that if the ma_n propellant tanks are pressurized and the main valves

opened, the propellant and/or pressurant gas flow, regardless of whether

the mixture is combustible or not, will create thrust (for tank settling)

and provide liquid propellants to the engine relatively quickly. The

indeterminate nature of the transient mixture ratio has little significance

for ablative or r_diation-cooled nozzle, and represents a problem which can

be overcome by suitable design of regBneratively cooled nozzles. The problm

of propellant supply can be further alleviated by the use of various surface-

tension devices to assure that liquid propellants are initially delivered to

the engine inlets.

OPERATING PARAMETERS

The following data su_narize the principal characteristics of optimum pro-

pulsion systems for several important propulsive maneuvers associated with

extraterrestrial soft landings. A summary chart is presented for each pro-

pulsion maneuver considered. Optimum characteristics for the propulsion
system applicable to performance of the indicated maneuver are presented.

Figures and charts specifically related to the maneuver follow each summary

chart. The general purpose of these is to provide useful supplementary

parametric information on the propulsion requirements for the maneuver.

The assumptions related to the stated parameters are described in Volumes

2A and 2B. In those instances for which a range of number of starts is

_ndicated, the restarts are required if the propulsion syst_ is utilized
for one or two terminal corrections in addition to the stated maneuver.
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Earth

Deceleration from 48,000 ft/sec

to Optimum Atmosphere

Optimum Thrust-

to-(Earth ) bight Ratio _

(non-cryogenio/cryogenlo) -/0.32

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/sec
(noncryoge nit/cryogenic )

Total Starts I - 3

Throttling Ratio None Required

Chamber Pz_ssure, _,

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Hyperbolic Arrival Velocity

Entry Velocity.

Optimum Propulsion _rameterl

5,O00-pou=g 50,O00-pound 500, O00-_m_

Thrust S_etem Thrust S_otem Thrust Syatea

80

19o

6.1

135o

330

6.7

174o

27o

17.2

m_

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Ii0

2OO

16.9

14oo

18o

6.3

2090

190

17.1

Related Figures

i. Assumed Ablation Shield Weight Characteristic

2. Payload vs Entry Velocity

3. Opt_m_nn Entry Velocity vs Hyperbolic Arr_vsl Velocity and Ablation

Shield _qeight Characteristic

Based on nonred_,ndant engine _ystem 95
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Heat Shield Characteristics for Earth

Entry Vehicles.
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Optimum Thrust-
to-(Earth) Weight Ratio "

(non-cryoge nic/cryogenio )

Earth

300 n. miles Orbit Establishment from 15,000 ft/sec

Hyperbolic Excess Velocity

0.38/0.40

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/eee

(noncryoge nie/cryogenic )

Total Starts 1 - 3

Throttling Ratio None Required

ChamberPressure,psla

_pansioa Area Ratio

Mirture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

_2/o4/5o..5o system

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion AreaRatio

Mixture Ratio

13,590/13,580

Optimua Propulsion Paraaeters

5,000-pound 50,O00-pound
Vhnmt Sy,tem Thrust S_stea

132060

180

6.2

85

190

16.9

500,000-pouad
rhruotST,tea

1280

135

290

2.2

390

6.9

1730

360

17.b

1790

430

2.2

190

6.4

1830

190

17.1

1980

280

2.2

Related Figures

i,

2.

3.
4.

Payload to Weight Ratio vs F/W; non-cryogenic

P%yload to Weight Ratio vs F/W; cryogenic

Payload to Weight Rat_o vs VH and _p

F/W Variation for one Percent Change in Payload
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Hyperbolic Excess Velocity

Optimum Thrust- O.38/0.43
to-( Mars ) ?eight Ratio #

(non-eryoge nio/cryogenio )

nonoryoge nio/eryoge hie )

Mars

300 n. miles Orbit Establishment from 12,090 feet/second

8,670/8,960

Total 8ta_s i - 3 ,

Throttling Ratio None Required

_/H 2 syetea

Chamber Pressure, _mia

Expans£on Area Ratio

_"_xture Ratio

F2/H 2 System

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

_/Oj50-50 System

Chamber Pressure, psia

Exp_nsionAreaRatio

FJ_ture Ratio

Optim_ Pro_lsion _au_ters

5,O00-pomxl

Thrust System

65

220

_.2

_5

210

16.9

135

350

2.2

50,OOO-pou_
Thrust System

1420

450

6.8

1800

380

17.3

1860

500

2.2

00, OO0 -_un_

Thrust S_j_n

1390

210

6.4

2030

2i0

17.1

2060

310

2.2

Related Figures

i. Payload to Gross Weight vs F/W; Non-cryogenic

2. Payload to Gross Weight vs F/W, Cryogenic

3. Payload to Gross Weight vs VH and hp; cryogenic
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_! Mars

___I Take-off to 300 N. Mi. Circular Orbit

Optimum Thrust-
to-(Mars ) Might Ratip •

(noa-aryogenio/cryogenie)

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/see
(nonoryoge nio/eryogenie)

Total Starts 2

Throttlin_ Ratio None Required

Cham_r Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio.

Mixture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

_/04/50-50 Syetea

Chamber Pressure, psia

Exp_slon Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

- / u ,2oo

5, O00-_m_d
Thrust _s_m

m

Optimum /ro_elon _arm=mtmri

70

120

6.2

Io5

15o

17.0

50,OO0-pound
Thrust Systea

4

115o

2oo

6.8

158o

2OO

17.4

500,O00-pom_:l
Thrust _m_:

1230

15o

6.4

178o

15o

17.2

_lated Figures

I. Ydeal _V vs F/W

2. Pa71oad to Gross Weight vs F/W

#

I08
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Venus

300 N. Mi. Orbit Establishment from 12,000 ft/sec

Hyperbolic Excess Velocity

o.4o/o._o
Optimum Thrust-
to-( Venu# Weight Ratio m

(non-cryoge_tc/crTogenla)

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/sec
(noncryoge nic/oryogenic )

Total Starts _ 1 - 3

Throttli_ Ratio None Required

o2/_ sy,tu

Chamber Pressure, psia

_pansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

_/o4/5o-5osya_m

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

n,59o/n,95o

Optimum Propulsion Paramaterl

5,O00-pound

Thrust System

60

190

6.2

90

190

16.9

14o

300

2.2

50,OO0-pound

Thrust system

134o

4oo

6.9

174o

360

17.3

1790

430

2.2

500, O00-pound

Thrust_etea

13_

190

6.4

1880

190

17 .I .

2OOO

280

2.2

Related _m-s s

i. Payload to Gross Weight vs F/W; non-cryogenlc

2. Payload to Gross Weight vsF/W; cryogenic

3. Payload to Gross Weight vs VH and Ap; cryogenic
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Moon

Direcb Landin_ from 2.6 Days Transfer

Optimum Thrust- .... •

to-(Earth) Weight Ratio m o.ho/o.h5

(non-cryogento/cryoge nlo )

deal Velocity. Require_emts_ £t/seo

nonoryogenio/oryogenic) _ "
I0,000/9,900 (includes translation;

-hO0 ft/sec, descent, 200 ft/sec,
reserve; 300 ft/sec)

Total Starts 2

Throttling Ratio I0: I

• • , ,. ,, . ,

o-W' h sy t,,, • '

Chamber Pressure, pala

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio "

• "+ •

Chamber Pressure, psla

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

• +,

z_/04/5o-50 System

Chamber Pressure, psia" •

Expansion Ares Ratio

Mixture Ratio
i

"' I

,/
,+

5, O00-pouz_
Thrust _s_m

Optimum Propulsion Parameters

50, O00-poun_ 500,000 -pouz_

Thrust Syatem T_ust Syatom

330

9

2.

3.

70

170

6._

I00

180

16.9

290

2,2

I?00
4

3OO

17.3
-.- ,_

1790

4o0

2.2

Ideal AV vs F/W '* " -'" ' ".-

Payload vs An, AV and Is; c:z"jogenic landing vehicles

Relative Gro_s Weight/Payload vs F/W • i
. , o

• I15

" Based on nonredUndant engine system

130o ....

180,

, 8.h
.- |

19o0

:_!

17.1

2.010

270 ,.

2.2

• '_I I,,. I-II

o

l"

i

!

, ".'..
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25

0.76 0. "/8 0.80 0. 32 0.84 0, 86 0.
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Moon

Landing from 50 n mi. circular orbit

[

Optimum Thrust-
to-(Earth) Weight Ratio m

(non-cryogenic/cryogenic)

o.55/o.55

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/seo
(noncryoge nic/oryogenic )

Total Starts 2

6500/6500 (includes.translation;
400 ft/sec, descent, 200 ft/sec,

reserve; 200 ft/sec)

Throttling Ratio I0:I

Chamber Pressurep psia

ExpansionAreaRatio

Mixture Ratio

r_s2 Sy,tea

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

_/04/50-50 System

Chamber Pressure, psla

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Optimum Propulsion Parameters

,O00-potmd

Thrust System
...... m

8O

15o

6.1

120

i?o

16.9

190

260

2.2

50,OOO-poumd

Thrust System

1230

260

6.7

165o

230

17.3

175o

320

2.2

500,0OO-pound
Thrust Syetem

1280

15o

6.3

1920

160

17.I

2OOO

2_0

2.2

Related FlSuma

1o Ideal AV vs F/W and Is
2. Payload vs F/W; non-cryogenic system

#

a19
m Based on nonredundant englme system

r_,,,,_ 6oll.i [Ve|luml Re,, 1,5|
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%

_! Moon

Maneuver 8 Descent from andAscent to 50 n mi Circular Orbit

Optimum Thrust-
to.(Earth) Weight Ratio m

(non-cryogenic/cryogento)

o.65/0.55

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/seo
(nonoryoge nio/oryogenio )

Total Starts 4

Throttllmg Ratio I0:I

o2/. 2 sye ,.

13,520/13,600 (includes 2000 ft/sec

for translation, descent, plane-
change and reserve allowances)

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

F_xture Ratio

'
Chamber Pressure, psia

_pansionAreaRatio

Mixture Ratio

_2/0_/50-50 System

Chamber Pressure, l_ls

Expanston AreaRatio

Mixture Patio

Optimum Propulsion Paramterl

5,O00-pound

Thrust System
50,OOO-pound 500,O00-pound
Thruet syate= Thruat Syatem

125o

320

6.8

I

126o

180

6.4

6O

16o

62

1670

300

17.h

90

17o

16.9

J

1810

180

17.1

160

230

2.2

1710

3OO

2.2

1930

230

2.2

_lated rl_mru

1. Payload vs Thrust-to-Weight Ratio; non-cryogenic

2. Payload vs Thrust-to-Weight Ratio; cryogenic

J _. .4

122

• B_se4 on nonredundant engine system

ro,m 60i1.| IVeil,m) lle,, I.$|
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j Gross Weight = 35,000 pounds .
Specific Impu!se = 320 seconds ':

! 850 pounds Jettisoned on Moon

_.

f

/
/

I' " : ....

/
#

_p Fed f

.. "i.

-i • "

7.3

6.3

6.2

6.1

i
i

'PUMP

PRESSURE

< o._

KT

0.05
0.08

\

. _ ,.° :

KE J-_-

0.02
0.04

t

_ Pressure

\
Fed

o.5 o.6 o.7

Initial Thrust-to(Earth) Weight Ratio

r;v.8

Thrust Level Selection for Lunar Descent and Reorbit

Vehicle

12'#

-H
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Maneuver,

Moon

Take-off to 50 n mi circular orbit

Optimmm Thrust-
tO-(Earth) Weight Ratio "

• (non-cryogenic/cryogenic)

0.75/0.65

Ideal Velocity Requirementa_ £t/eec
(noncryoge nlo/oryogenic )

7,000/7,040 (includes plane-change; I000

ft/sec, reserve; 200 ft/sec)

Total Starts

Throttling Ratio

2

None Required

, L ,,_
• |

Chamber l_essure, psia

Ez_ansioaAreaRatio

Mixture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psta

ExpansionAreaRatto

Mixture Ratio

opt_ Propulsion _r, met.r.

5, O00-pound 50, O00-pound 500, 000-pound
Thrust S_stem Thrust System Thrust System

8O

lho

6.1

ll80

220

6.7

125

160

17.0

210

210

2.2

1620

200

17.3

1680

230

2.2

1240

130

6.3

1870

150

!7.i

195o

2oo

2.2

Related FlSums

i. Ideal _V vs F/W

2. Payload vs F/W; non-cryogenic system

3. Direct Take-off Weight vs _p, AV aud Is; non-c_yogenic

4,. O_rect Take-off Weight vs _p, &V and Is; cryogenic

I Based on nonredundant engine system

Fo, m _Oll II (¥ellvnq lie,. 1,$I
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Payload = 9000 Ibs :_

,, __ i_

!

• . •. !i ." . . ./ . , •
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°

I

"_ 4O0

400

400
I_
4.50

1450

_450

P.

0.'76 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.84

Propellant Fraction

•,." "O'_H 2 Lunar Take-Off Vehicles
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___, Mercury

__neuvert 300 N Mi Circular Orbit Establishment from 30,000 ft/sec Hyperbolic

Excess Velocity

/o.58Optimum Thrust-
to-(Me_ Weight Ratio "

(non-oryoge nio/cryoge nlo )

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/sec /25,100
(nonoryogenio/oryogenic) •

Total Starts I

Throttling Ratio None Required

Syst,m

Chamber Pressure, psla

ExpansionAreaRatio

M_ure Ratio

Chamber Pressure, psla

ExpansionAreaRatio

Mixture Ratio

 A/OA/50- OSys m

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Optimum Propulsion Paramtera

5,O00-pow_d

Thrust System

200

6.h

60

210

17 .I

50,OOO-pound

Thrust System

14oo

490

7.0

1760

hlO

17.5

Related Y',,_un, a

i. Ideal velocity Requirements vs Thrust-to-Weight Ratio

2. Payload to Gross Weight vs. F/W (Single Stage)

5OO,OOO-pou_i
Thrust System

1920

210

17.2

i30

m Based on nonredundant engine system

Fo,m 60111._ IVettum) R,v. 1-58

130o

2_

6.5
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I0.00,o "
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T

5.00,

4 '

I •

2.00,

1.00 ,
D

0 •

0.50,
.c_ 4
.4

I
.0 0.20 ,

_ "

o 0.I0 '

T

0.05 ,

"1

\l
\
\

Orbit Altitude = 300 n mi

Specific Impulse = 400 see

Hyperbolic Arrival Velocity = 30,000 /% sec

I

Staging
ill

23,600 24,000 24,400 24,800 25,200 25,600

Ideal Velocity Requirement, ft/see

Mercury Orbit Establishment

Ideal Velocity Requirement

_31" '
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\
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,/

_ ,

3

\\

K -.C
E---

\
\

\
\

k

\

\
\

oo_ I_y - 30,C DO ft/sec X

•4 .6 .8

Thrust-toTMer_u_y Weight Ratio

\
'\ KE'. '5

1.0

Orbit Establishment Maneuver Thrust-to-Weight Optimization

for Mercury
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Mercury

Landing from 300 N Mi Circular Orbit

Optimum Thrust-
to-(EaCh) Weight Ratio i

(non.-oryog@ nio/oryoge E_o )

Ideal Velocity Requirements, ft/seo

(noncryoge nio/oryogenic )

Total Starts 2

Throttling Ratio 9:1

0.8o/0.85

12,500/12,400 (includes translation;

600 ft/sec, descent 300 ft/sec, reserve;

400 ft/sec)

Chamber Pressure, psla

_kpansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

Optimum Propulsion Paramotero

5, O00-pound
Thrust System

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expansion Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

mJ04/5o-_ System

Chamber Pressure, psia

Expaaalon Area Ratio

Mixture Ratio

75

IIO

6.2

llO

14o

17.O

50,OOO-pou_

Thrust system

iiiO

170

6.7

155o

180 •

17 -h

500,000- 
ThrustS stea

1210

130

6.h

1770

lhO

17 .I

180

200

2.2

1670

210

2.2

1920

200

2.2

Relatedm4mres

i. Ideal AV vs F/W and I_

2. Payload to Gross Weight vs F/W

e

, 133

I Based on nonredundant engine system

_'o,m 608.D [Ve:h, ml h, 151
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3

0
.rt

_0

0
i-.1,

0

cD

0

o

0.361

0.35

i

0.21 0.4

/

/
/
/

/
/

/

/

o.5

/
/

/

/

/
/
/

i/
7

/_" _h
/

1 _--- _---'-___
]

Energy Cryogenic System

= 0.025
= 0.150
= 440 see

/
/

_ E_rth-Sterable System
/ KE = 0.020

f

/ _ = 0.100./ = 300
f .... i- -

m.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Thrust-to-Earth Weight Ratio

1.0

_,_rcuryLanding from 300 N Mi Orbit
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